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By KENDRA STANTON

The current crisis in the Balkans
erupted suddenly last Wednesday.
However,. the underlying conflict
which caused the fighting has existed for centuries. To fully understand the historical, political and religious ramifications of the conflict
is a daunting, if not impossible
task.
The nations involved have
changed names and territorial boundaries countless times over the past
several hundred years. Still, one stable foundation for comprehending
the conflict is ethnicity. The ethnic
entities embroiled in the battle have
basically remained the same
throughout history.
Chair of the History Department
Paula Treckel empathizes with those
who are confused by the various parties involved. "One almost needs a
playbook of all the players [involved
in the Balkan crisis]," she said.
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Sunshine and Lollipops

Conflict erupts in Kosovo
News Writer

s

History serves as an excellent
guide for identifying the warring parties. Kosovo is currently a southern
province of Serbia, the remaining
dominant republic in Yugoslavia.
Serbia was the site of a bloody battle between the Serbs and the Turks
in 1389. The Turks won and ruled
the land for 500 years. Yet the
Serbs still venerate this land because, according to "Time" magazine, "understanding the Serb outlook meant understanding a country
that memorializes defeats instead of
victories."
Serbs also regard Kosovo as the
hearthstone of their culture and religion– Orthodox Christianity. It is
the home to several important Orthodox monasteries.
to.
However, the current population
of Kosovo is 90 percent Ethnic Albanian. These Kosovo Albanians
contend that they are the descendants
of the ancient Illyrians who were
Kosovo's first inhabitants.
(continued on page 3)
,

Kosovo's Treasure

Paul Stavovy enjoys a good book and sunny skies outside of Alden as the weather continues to
warm up. Like Stavovy, students are shedding their desks and replacing them with the comforts of benches.
—photo by Ben Wyrick

Senate candidate appeals to young democrats
education facilities," said Klink.
Local educational differences
between the candidates lie in who
& HEIDI WALSH
should control public schools.
News Reporter
Santorum thinks education should
Politics affect almost every as- be left up to the local school boards
pect of college student's lives. The and he does not want the U.S. gov future of Social Security, grant ernment to help finance state and lomoney for education, and finance cal schools while Klink thinks it
reform were some pressing ques- should. Without help from state and
tions on the minds of two dozen federal govern ments, Klink contends
people at last Tuesday's meeting of that school boards will probably
the Allegheny College Young keep hiking up property taxes.
"I want the government to be a
Democrats.
Democratic U.S. Congressman resource for school boards," said
and U.S. Senate candidate Ron Klink, "but I think we should give
Klink addressed these issues and the decisions to them as well."
Klink pointed out that Santorum
others in an attempt to rally support
behind his upcoming election favors cutting back on student grants
against Republican Senator Rick and loans, even though he used them
when he attended college.
Santorum.
Opening with, "I have never seen
The two senate candidates also
a senator who has done a worse job differ on heath care issues. "Rick
than our senator, Rick Santorum," Santorum voted to cut Medicare by
Klink began a 90-minute talk, point- , $270 billion, while Pennsylvania
ing out those crucial differences be- hospitals get the majority of their
tween his opponent and himself.
revenue from Medicare," said Klink.
"The man has no respect for "He also voted against federal nursCongress or the President," said ; ing home standards."
People in Health Maintenance
Klink, citing several instances of ,
Santorum's misbehavior, including Organizations (HMOs) are considwearing a bag over his head on the ered to have very limited freedom to
pick doctors and receive full inforfloor of the House.
Klink started by naming their mation on treatments. Congress dedifferences with education. bated bills within the last few years
"Santorum voted to eliminate the to spell out exactly what rights paDepartment of Education, while I tients should have—the "patient bill
voted for more teachers and better of rights."
ROXANNE SCALA
News Editor

The map above identifies some of the historical places of sigificance as well as important power plant and coal mine resources
or Yugoslavia: 1. Prizren 2. Battlefield of Kosovo Polje 3. Pec
c) Copyright 1999 The Washington Post Company

Help those hurt by war:
The Campus will be sponsoring a fund-raising campaign to benefit Red Cross relief efforts in Kosovo.
Representatives will be in the Post Office 10-3 on
Thursday, April 8; Friday, April 9; and Monday,
April 12. Your generosity will be greatly appreciated.

Santorum and most Republicans
opposed most of these bills. Klink
wants stronger protections—especially in things like choosing a doe tor, seeing a specialist, and easier
emergency treatment without waiting for a family doctor's permission.
Klink also talked about the "gag
rule." Most IIMOs have gag rules
forbidding doctors to tell a patient
about all the treatments available if
the HMOs considers some too expensive. Legislation to overturn
these practices have been blocked
by politicians like Santorum, which
Klink points out he strongly disagrees with the gag rule.
Professor of Political Science
Irwin Gertzog asked Klink, "Have
you taken a position on campaign
finance reform?" Klink responded
in an energetic way, relating his experience in running for the seat he
currently holds. "Something needs
to be done, especially after the trials
I had with Mike Turzi," responded
Klink. Turzi was the Republican
candidate who ran for representative
of the fourth congressional district.
Gertzog followed up, asking how
Klink felt about the public financing
of politicians. This practice gives
candidates free public air time in exchange for limitations on raising
campaign funds. The idea is suggested to give an equal playing field
for candidates who may not have
(continued on page 3)
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS BRIEFS
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia (AP)—
Three captured U.S. soldiers faced
charges in Kosovo, where NATO
continued its bombing campaign
against Serb targets Friday in hopes
of halting the reported mass expulsions of ethnic Albanians. The
Western allies have said bombardment of Yugoslav forces will proceed until President Slobodan
Milosevic agrees to a peace deal
granting autonomy to the southern
province of Serbia, Yugoslavia's
dominant republic. The three grimfaced U.S. soldiers, part of a NATO
peacekeeping force in neighboring

Macedonia, were shown on Serbian
television Thursday dressed in camouflage, with bruises or abrasions on
their faces. The Tanjug state news
agency reported the three would
face military court proceedings
Friday, but it was unclear when they
would start. The charges were not
immediately known.
CAMP ZEIST, Netherlands (AP)—
With two Libyan suspects in the
1988 Pan Am jetliner bombing fi nally in custody, authorities began
preparing an unused airbase for a
trial that Western governments have

waited seven years to see. The decision to hand over the suspects ended
seven years of punishing sanctions
against Libya and began what could
be a lengthy trial process in the
Netherlands. Suspected former intelligence agents Abdel Basset Ali
al-Megrahi and Lamen Khalifa
Fhimah could be arraigned as early
as Tuesday on charges in a 1991
indictment accusing them of blow ing up Flight 103 over Lockerbie,
Scotland, killing 270 people. Libya
on Monday surrendered AlMegrahi, 46, and Fhimah, 42, for a
murder and conspiracy trial under

CAMPUS NEWS BRIEFS
• f you are a graduate and
planning to participate in Baccalaureate and Commencement,
you must wear a cap and gown.
Be sure to stop at the bookstore
between May 3 and May 14 and
purchase these for $20 ($21 for
oversize).

•ScheduleBuilder and CourseBrowser are now available for
registration for fall semester
1999. Rising seniors should
register by 5 p.m. April 6, juniors by 5 p.m. April 9, and
sophomores by 5 p.m. April 14.
The registration order is ABCD.

•Graduates must pick up their
Commencement ceremony tickets at the Commencement Office, Bentley 215, during the
week of May 3 to May 7 from
1:30 to 4:30 p.m. Graduates can
also pick up the Commencement
dinner tickets if their families ordered them.

-Donations are needed for a
fund–raising rummage sale,
sponsored by Students for Environmental Action, April 16-17
in the Campus Center. Anyone
able to make donations for the
sale is asked to leave items by
April 11 at one of two drop–off
boxes: one outside McKinley's

and one outside the SEA office
in the Activities Room. For
items that cannot be left in the
boxes, e–mail sea@alleg.edu or
call Steffany Yamada at x3095
and leave a message.
•The final installment of the
Single Voice Reading Series will
feature visiting Assistant Professors of English Jeffrey DeShell
and Elisabeth Sheffield. DeShell
and Sheffield will read from their
works at 8 p.m. in Ford Chapel.
The program is free and open to
the public.

Scottish law in the Netherlands.
Within hours, the United Nations
suspended sanctions that had punished Libya since 1992 for refusing
to surrender the two men.

Authorities rejected pleas by the
Philippine government and executed
a Filipino man convicted of killing
two people with a hammer and
crowbar during a 1994 robbery.
Alvaro Calambro, 25, died by injec
ALEKSINAC, Yugoslavia (AP)— tion shortly after 9 p.m. Monday at
Allied planes targeted transportation Nevada State Prison. Calambro relinks and communication sites fused to file his own appeal to stop
Tuesday across Yugoslavia, and lo- his execution. Calambro was led
cal officials said a NATO attack on into the prison's death chamber fol a coal mining town in southern lowing a final meal of steak, rice,
Serbia killed five civilians and in- corn, apple pie and a Sprite soda.
jured at least 30 others. The total The condemned inmate was
number of casualties couldn't be in- strapped to a gurney with eight car
dependently confirmed, but an seatbelts. His last words, according
Associated Press photographer at to Prisons Director Bob Bayer,
the scene saw two victims who had were: "I regret it." Bayer then asked
died in what appeared to be a resi- him if he was ready and Calambro
dential area where several homes assented with a nod. He looked
were completely flattened. In away from witnesses as the intra
Moscow, Russian President Boris venous injections began, and was
Yeltsin denounced NATO raids on declared dead two minutes later, at
Yugoslavia as "barbaric," but reiter- 9:06 p.m.
ated Tuesday that Russia would only
respond with diplomatic initiatives, KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia (AP)
not military action. China urged the —Action should be taken against
U.N. Security Council to find ways the police chief who beat ousted
to force the alliance to end the at- Deputy Prime Minister Anwar
tacks. In Skopje, Macedonia, an air- Ibrahim in his jail cell, an indepenlift of Kosovo refugees finally got dent commission recommended on
off the ground, carrying ethnic Tuesday. The commission did not
Albanians who fled their homes in say what recommendation it had
Kosovo to temporary shelter outside made to King Tuanku Ja'afar, nor
did it say whether the government
the region.
was committed to implementing it.
CARSON CITY, Nevada [A13)—

The Campus asks ...

What do you think about NATO
intervention in Kosovo?
compiled by Giancarlo Bonilla

We don't believe the U.S. public
has been informed enough about the
Joe Stinson issues in Kosovo. It is hard to see
Class of '01 our people sent to war to fight for
something we don't understand.

I'm always suspect about U.S.
intervention anywhere. Unfortunately, I don't know all the facts. I
have been avoiding the news because
it is all lies anyway.

Jen Hoehnen and
Katy Trostle
Class of '02

Amanda Danielsen
Class of '99

Isn't one Hitler enough?

I think this is another example o
The U.S. is screwy enough
without having to be the world's the U.S. trying to bully other coun
911. Why didn't we save the Cam- tries and Clinton trying to buil
himself up in the public's eye.
bodians?
Joe Wojtysiak
Class of '02

Kyra Klei
Class of '0
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Teacher's union assaults standardized tests
BOSTON (AP) One year after the Slowey, an NES spokesman. "It was
state's new teacher test was imple- put through a rigorous process of
mented, the anti-test rhetoric contin- review before it was ever given."
Releasing all of the questions, he
ues to flourish.
The latest assault came Tuesday said, would require a brand-new test
when a college group said the test be created—at great cost to the state.
Scores have improved gradually
should be trashed—at least until its
over several test administrations
validity can be firmly established.
The Association of Independent since the exam last April. But large
Colleges and Universities of numbers of aspiring teachers conMassachusetts, which represents 55 tinue to fail.
To be hired by a public school
schools, is recommending the state
use a national exam that tests a district, a prospective teacher canditeacher's subject knowledge and date must pass the test—which includes mastery of a specific subject,
communication skills.
The suggestion isn't exactly new. such as English, physics or math, as
The colleges that train future teach- well as proficiency in basic commuers have been screaming about the nication skills.
AICUM members said future
test ever since nearly 60 percent
teachers should be required to pass a
flunked the first round last April.
The schools say the test has not professional exam, much as doctors
been validated by independent test- and lawyers do.
"We want a test because we need
ing experts. And many college administrators consider the exam a a test because we have to be acpoor indicator of a future teacher's countable for what we do," said
Margaret McKenna, president of
classroom success.
Moreover, they have continued Lesley College, which has a large
to say, the students have no idea education program. "But let's use a
what is on the test before they take test where we're clear about what it
it. The Department of Education has tests."
In the meantime, she said, the
not released the exam in its entirety,
although sample questions have state should switch to a national
teacher exam used by about 30
been made available on the Internet.
DOE administrators and National
Evaluation Services, which devised
'the test, stand by the exam. They
have noted the test was reviewed by
COLONEL KLINK—Democratic U.S. Congressman and U.S. Senate 5,000 teachers and college faculty,
candidate Ron Klink talks with senior Jeremy Alcorn and sophomore pilot tested with 1,500 students, and
Geoff Schultz at Tuesday's talk, sponsored by Allegheny College Young examined by a panel of 300 educators.
—photo by Ben Wyrick
Democrats.
"There's no question that the test
is valid and reliable," said Dominic (continued from page 1)
Dr. Helmreich, current college
historian and former professor of
history at Allegheny for 36 years,
(continued from page 1)
Klink also stated that Santorum thought the ideas and plans Klink described the conflict as an "age old
sufficient funding to reach a larger is in favor of raising the retirement presented were very sincere and fea- rivalry." He explained that the conage to 70. "Raising the retirement sible. "When you listen to politi- flict was a "very complicated situaaudience through television.
"It's food stamps for politicians," age means that people will have to cians, you have to take it with a tion" because the rivalries were not
work longer and as a result, fewer grain of salt," said Colatch. "I felt only ethnic, but also caused by disresponded Klink.
A point Klink said he will make job openings will be available for he was being honest and not saying cord between the two main religious
groups, Orthodox Christians and
what people wanted to hear."
an issue during the Senate race is the college graduates," said Klink.
Klink was a broadcaster in Pa. Moslems.
An audience member asked,
fact Santorum no longer resides in
The immediate conflict has been
Pa. "I'm going to stuff it down his "Does Santorum have the support of for 24 years and Colatch believes
raised by the Ethnic Albanians who
his
notoriety
will
work
to
his
advanthe
religious
right?"
Klink
anshorts," said Klink.
Apparently, in his campaign swered with an emphatic "Yes!" tage. "I'm not sure how well-known want Kosovo to become an indepenagainst Doug Walgren in the 1990 Santorum is known for his right- he is here in Crawford County, but dent state. Kosovo did win autonrace for U.S. House, Santorum criti- wing views, but in light of the coming to Allegheny certainly omy in 1974, but it was abolished
in 1989 when Serbian President
cized him for living mainly in Senate election, it is thought he has helped him," said Colatch.
Slobodan Milosevic introduced virSophomore
Chrisie
Ambrass,
Washington, D.C. most of the year. toned down his speaking, trying to
tual martial law. Milosevic continSantorum's main issue was that no sound more moderate. Reminding Vice-President-elect of the Young
ues to deny Kosovo its autonomy.
Democrats,
thought
Klink's
discusone can represent a state he or she voters of Santorum's record, Klink
Today, he is allegedly conducting
does not live in. Once elected to the added, "He is the religious right. He sion at Allegheny helped raise
acts
of ethnic cleansing to drive out
U.S. Senate in 1994, Santorum sold has an army of crazies running out awareness on campus. "I think the
all who dissent to his government.
issues
he
brought
up
will
be
very
his house in Pa. and moved to there."
According to MSNBC news reports,
Virginia, across from Washington,
Klink said if elected, he hopes to important in the upcoming election,"
as many as 2,000 people are besaid
Ambrass.
"The
points
he
made
D.C.
make technology more accessible to
lieved to have been killed and
"Santorum will definitely have to people throughout the state in order will help voters come to their own
decisions and conclusions about 300,000 have been driven from their
answer to that same question in this to raise the educational level.
homes since Milosevic instigated an
race," said Klink.
"Without this investment, espe - these questions."
offensive
in February 1998, planKlink viewed his visit to
In response to a budget surplus cially in poor and rural communi ning
to
conquer
the separatist
Allegheny as an opportunity to get
question posed by one person, Klink ties," said Klink, "we will get left
Kosovo Liberation Army. Kosovars
to
know
what
issues
are
important
to
said, "There is no budget surplus." behind in the world." He is also inseeking to escape the bloodbath in
Klink mentioned that technically, terested in expanding the alliance young voters in Western Pa. "I am
their native province are fleeing by
the
only
Democrat
that
can
beat
the budget surplus belongs to Social between Pennsylvania businesses
the masses to surrounding countries
Security funds, adding "Santorum and schools in order to produce a Santorum in Western P'a.," said
of
Albania, Montenegro and MaceKlink. "This is where the battle Will
wants to put the Social Security trust more educated and marketable work
donia. These adjacent nations are
be
fought
and
why
this
area
is
so
fund on the stock market." force.
swelling with refugees, thus intensiCampus Chaplain John Colatch important."

states.
Students who do not pass a
teacher exam should not be allowed
into the classroom, she said.
The report, commissioned by
AICUM and co-authored by a
Boston College professor of education, also highlights the projected
teacher shortage for Massachusetts.
At the current rate, not enough
teachers are passing the exam to replace the thousands who leave
Massachusetts classrooms each
year.
Massachusetts hires about 4,000
new teachers annually. The numbers
are expected to increase significantly in coming years as the state's
teaching force ages.
The association described the report as part mea culpa and part attempt to stop the "blame game" surrounding the test failure rates.
After the first round of teacher
tests last spring, teachers were
blasted as "idiots" by politicians.
"If we continue simply to bash
each other and make headlines by
bashing each other, we will not
solve the problem of enough teachers," said AICUM President Clare
Cotton.

Serbian crisis another chapter
in centuries-old conflict

Campus questions Klink on pertinent issues

fying the crisis in the Balkans.
In light of the widespread atrocities being committed against the
Ethnic Albanians, the United Sates
has intervened. It has launched an
air attack in concert with the efforts
of NATO. The efforts are being
countered by Serbian ally Russia.
The BBC News Report explain their
alliance: "The two countries share
the same Orthodox Christian faith
and Slavic roots."
The outlook on this crisis is uncertain. Much of the resolution will
depend on the strength of NATO's
forces as well as Milosevic's cooperation. Helmreich admitted, "I do
not feel sanguine about the
endgame. It is not going to be
easy." He explained that because
Milosevic is a dictator who is
"ruling in a very autocratic manner,"
it would be impossible for NATO to
end the fighting without utilizing
ground troops. Therefore, if NATO
troops invade Kosovo on foot, inevitable retaliation by Milosevic and
Russia will be the true test of the
Western alliance's strength.
However, NATO's motives for
intervening in the first place revolved around the preservation of
humanity. Helmreich emphasized
the urgency of NATO's efforts to
stop the mass killing of Ethnic Albanians in Kosovo, "The immediate
thing is to end atrocities," he said.
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Western alliance vows no reprieve for Serbian bombing campaign
WASHINGTON (AP)—President security forces in the Kosovo
Bill Clinton dismissed Yugoslavia's province Tuesday.
"It is not enough now for Mr.
cease-fire in Kosovo as a hollow
promise and said Wednesday the Milosevic to say that his forces will
and NATO are "determined to stay cease fire on a Kosovo denied its
united and to persist until we pre- freedom and devoid of its people,"
vail."
Clinton said Wednesday.
"He must withdraw his forces, let
After two weeks of NATO
airstrikes on Belgrade and strategic the refugees return, permit the decommand centers of Yugoslav ployment of an international secuPresident Slobodan Milosevic, rity force. Nothing less will bring
Clinton said, the Western alliance is peace with security to the people of
not about to ease up. Milosevic, Kosovo."
The president touted NATO dewhom Pentagon officials called
"rattled" by the bombing campaign, termination while Pentagon officials
declared a unilateral cease-fire of his cast its military campaign as a suc-

cess in shaking Milosevic and hurting morale among his armed forces,
which are struggling with fuel and
ammunition shortages and bombedout command centers.
Serb air defenses remain a threat
to NATO aircraft, however. Widely
scattered tanks and troops accused
of leading an ethnic cleansing campaign against ethnic Albanians in
Kosovo are still proving difficult to
strike despite a stepped-up allied air
campaign that was taking advantage
of clear skies Wednesday to hit
more targets, U.S. officials said.
Air Force Maj. Gen. Charles
Wald, vice director for strategic

"Fire and Darkness" emerges from pre-talc
PITTSBURGH (AP)—Three years
ago, David Scherer and Ari Heitner
soothed their boredom in a high
school pre-calculus class by whispering with friends about how they
would design a futuristic shoot-'emup computer game.
The pair of Carnegie Mellon
University freshmen followed
through on those whispers and now
find themselves the sought-after architects of an award-winning program that has captured the attention
of major game publishers.
In fact, they may have to take
some time off from their studies to
pick an agent and weigh contract
offers for their game, "Fire and
Darkness."
"It started along the lines of,

`God, this pre-calc class is boring,'"
Scherer said.
The pair later created the game
with five other classmates from that
high school class.
"Fire and Darkness," which allows up to eight people to play at
one time over the Internet, shows
fog banks settling into ravines, visible lake bottoms and water surfaces
that ripple and shimmer. Its threedimensional simulated combat puts
tanks and spaceships into play.
The adventure, a first try at game
programming for Scherer and
Heitner, last month won the $10,000
grand prize at the first Independent
Games Festival in San Jose, Calif.
Their win brought them more
than quick cash. Word of "Fire and

Darkness" has spread in the game
industry, and publishers who want
to consider it for retail distribution
are calling.
Scherer said he has dropped a
class to spend more time polishing
the game's program. He and Heitner
said they may have to take a break
from college to devote more time to
preparing the game for stores.
Harry Miller, a computer game
industry executive, said time away
from school might be a good investment. Miller said Scherer and
Heitner may need at least nine
months, backing from other developers and a hefty production budget
to tweak the game enough to make it
widely marketable.

plans and policy for the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, said Wednesday the lowflying "tank killer" A-10 aircraft hit
Serb forces in Kosovo overnight, the
first time the Warthogs struck enemy targets in the campaign.
"The early reports are excellent,"
Wald said of the A-10 strikes, but he
didn't provide details about how
many tanks might have been hit or
destroyed in the "engagement zone"
between Serb army and police and
ethnic Albanians who are still fighting the Yugoslav forces.
Meantime, the acting president
of Cyprus said he would go to
Belgrade to work for the release of
three U.S. soldiers who were captured by Serbs while patrolling the
Yugoslav-Macedonian border.
The Cypriot official, Spyros
Kyprianou, said he had conducted
"informal consultations" for several
days. In Washington, Sandy Berger,
Clinton's national security adviser,
said he was aware of the effort to
gain the release of the three "but I
can't confirm that is going to take
place."
In a sign that Milosevic is feeling
the effects of NATO airstrikes that
began March 24, he announced a
unilateral cease-fire Tuesday and offered to allow ethnic Albanians back
into Kosovo.
Defense Secretary William
Cohen was visiting NATO headquarters in Brussels, Belgium,
Wednesday to consult with authorities there on the latest Kosovo de-

velopments.
Secretary of State Madeleine
Albright and NATO foreign ministers will meet in Brussels on
Monday to review diplomatic and
military actions, discuss aiding
refugees and to prepare for a NATO
summit in Washington later in the
month, the State Department announced.
Trying to mend fences Tuesday,
Vice President Al Gore telephoned
Russian Prime Minister Yevgeny
Primakov, who has vigorously opposed the bombing.
Berger acknowledged that Gore
and Primakov talked about Kosovo.
"The vice president simply made
clear to Prime Minister Primakov
what it was that NATO expected
Mr. Milosevic to do to end this
bombing campaign," Berger said.
"To the extent Russia or anyone else
can convince Mr. Milosevic to accede to these conditions, so much
the better."
Meanwhile, an NBC-Wall Street
Journal poll found that almost twothirds of the American public supports the airstrikes. Just over half,
53 percent, say they would support
ground troops if Serbians continue
to drive people out of Kosovo. That
slight majority of support for ground
troops was reflected in polls earlier
this week by both Newsweek and
ABC News. And 54 percent in the
NBC-Wall Street Journal poll approve of the job President Clinton is
doing with Kosovo.
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EDITORIAL

Call to action
Over the past few weeks, the American people have been
bombarded with horrific images of the devastation caused by
the political strife in Yugoslavia. It has become apparent that,
in addition to the bloodshed and the violence, one of the most
devastating effects of war is the ability it has to render a nation divided.
Though the American people are greatly divided over the
issue of NATO involvement in Yugoslavia, there is one thing
on which we can all agree: the people of Kosovo are in dire
need of assistance. As many as 550,000 people—a quarter of
the province's population—have been displaced from
Kosovo in past months, and many more are desperate to gain
entry into non-hostile territory.
Many of the refugees—the majority of whom are women,
children and the elderly—have few or no resources, and limited access to shelter and food. Many of the refugees will be
traveling to neighboring countries such as Albania,
Macedonia and Montenegro, where they will find that these
countries have limited resources and fragile economies, and
are unable to support the thousands of refugees pouring
across their borders. Many of these refugees are looking to
the Red Cross for assistance.
In an effort to help, the American Red Cross is working
with the International Committee of the Red Cross and the
Red Crescent Societies to provide assistance to both the
Kosovars and the nations that have opened their borders to
refugees. They are asking for monetary donations to help
ease the burden.
We would like to commend the out-pouring of support
shown by the campus community in response to the
Hurricane Mitch relief effort, and we would also like to
commend the many service organizations on campus who
have dedicated both time and effort in the hopes of making a
difference in the world community. However, we find that a
disturbing silence now pervades the campus concerning the
crises in Kosovo. We choose to believe, however, that the
students of Allegheny College are not apathetic to this issue—we just need to be given a chance to act.
In an effort to help in the Kosovo relief effort, we at The
Campus will be collecting donations in the post office from
10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. today (April 8), tomorrow and
Monday. The funds collected will be sent to the American
Red Cross International Response Fund, care of the students
of Allegheny College. Though we at The Campus are also
divided over the issue of NATO intervention in Yugoslavia,
we feel that the citizens of Kosovo should not be punished
for military and political atrocities beyond their control.
Your contribution to the American Red Cross is a contribution to the world community. Allegheny—here is your
chance to act.

All editorials represent the majority opinion of the
Editorial Board,
The Campus welcomes all reader response. We reserve the right
to reject all letters of a purely promotional nature, as well as letters which
do not meet our standards of integrity, accuracy and decency. We also
reserve the right to edit pieces for space and grammar. Opinions expressed in Letters to the Editor, editorial columns and editorial cartoons
do not necessarily represent the views of The Campus. Deadline for letters is 5 p.m. the Monday before publication. Letters must be type written, double-spaced and signed, with a phone number included for verification. Any letter that cannot be verified will not be printed.
All questions concerning the above policy should be directed to the
Editor-in-Chief

Letters to the Editor
Faculty facts
An editorial on March 18, 1999,
states that the "Political Science department has lost three positions in
the last two years." In fact, the number of faculty positions in our department remains unchanged at 8.5.
(We have one joint appointment with
the department of Environmental
Science).

Robert G. Seddig
Over the last two years,
Professors Irwin Gertzog, Michael
Stevens, and Giles Wayland-Smith,
three distinguished colleagues (with a
combined total of nearly one hundred
years of service to the students of
Allegheny College) will have retired.
Any loss of dedicated teachers
and scholars, to any department, is
indeed lamentable; but we have
planned these retirements for years,
hoping that they will occur with a
minimum of disruption—to senior
project advising, to our course
offerings, and the like.

And, I hope all denominations would
agree that the Bible speaks with some
authority on the subject.
First off, let's consider "Chris."
Now, it is not my place to judge
whether or not he "found God" or
just "found religion" (there is a difference). That's between him and
God. But the "holier than thou" attitude he displayed (as described in the
original column) is not something
that should be associated with a
Christian, despite common
stereotypes. (Rev. Lovejoy on "The
Simpsons" comes to mind.) Why?
Because such behavior is specifically and repeatedly warned against
and condemned by the Bible. (Just
two examples are Matthew 7:1 and
Luke 18:9-14). No one has any call
to believe they are better or more
righteous than any other person.
Romans 3:9-10 puts it plainly: "What
then? Are we better than they? No,
in no wise; for we have before
proved both Jews and Gentiles, that
they are all under sin; As it is written ,
(continued on page 7)

Greggo goes gonzo

having intercourse there, they
wouldn't have been so vocal.
Then, the girls walked in, saw
nothing, heard slight whispering,
and left. I don't know if Hinzman
even talked to these girls, or if he
just talked to people who talked to
these girls, but either way, Hinzman
seems to be throwing around the
word "fact."
By throwing around the word
"fact," Hinzman did something
worse—he gave a rumor credibility.
If he had known for a fact that
someone was having sex, he would
have printed their names because
(continued on page 7)

Outstanding outlawz
Comp fOr 2 of amerikaz most
wanted: Tupac Shakur and Billy the
Kid.
Wanted: One history, literature or
music major, with flexible mind and
advisor, for cheap intellectual thrills.
Reply Box 137.

Eric Palmer

Recently, Michael Hinzman published a column making certain
(continued on page 7) claims that he knew "for a fact"
The best part of being a professor
about people having sex in a stair- is having someone else teach. Three
well in the library. Now, not only years ago, Tupac Shakur was
for Hinzman's benefit, but for the murdered in Las Vegas. A few
I am writing in response to the benefit of an entire campus of conMarch 18 Perspectives piece, fused students, allow me to define patient younger minds explained to a
stodgy old professor why the death of
"Abandoned for God: considering "fact" for you.
that (self-described) murderous,
conversions, born-agains" by Dixon
drug-dealing thug was worth noticing
Starz. I don't think Mr. Starz has an
and worth mourning. The man was
accurate picture of what Christianity
remarkable and his story is
Greggo M. Johnson
is all about. Though it's not surpriscaptivating, even if it isn't pretty. It
ing, given his unfortunate experience
might be the stuff of legend.
with his former friend "Chris," I
Billy the Kid died- 100 years ago,
A
fact
is
a
reality,
actuality
or
want to take this opportunity to prein
similar
circumstances, not far
sent an alternate viewpoint and truth, but Hinzman's source was no
away.
Though
his life has been
more
than
two
gossipy
girls
who
examine some basic tenets of the
Faith, contrasting them to Mr. Starz's saw nothing, but only heard things. romanticized (even in music), none
When writing columns for a doubt that he was a murderous,
observations.
newspaper (even one respected as horse-stealing thug. A recent
little as this one), you should have a biography casts him as a gang
firsthand source before claiming member, involved in the race-war
Robb Timlin
facts and hurting people's between Irishmen and Englishmen.
The second-best part of being a
reputations (even if you didn't claim
professor is encouraging someone
any names).
Now, I'm just an ordinary guy
The actual fact is that two people else to teach you (in part, because
with my share of flaws like every- I know very well were just wrestling stodgy old professors like me have
body else. I'm far from perfect, and in a stairwell. One, the female, was trouble navigating the language.)
my opinions don't carry any more struggling and making some sounds. You connect the dots. More dots
weight than the next person's. That's Some girls outside the stairwell available, if you're down with that.
why I think it's important to go to the heard noises that sounded like
source—the Bible—to understand someone might be having loud sex, Eric Palmer is Professor of
what Christianity really teaches. but most likely, if they were actually Philosophy.

Biblical bonanza
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Hinzman hates bleached boy bands
Today's topic is of interest to everyone—music. In today's work-aday world, who can keep from listening to music? I know I can't. There
are so many venues of music today, from live music to radio to TV to
movies to your very own recordings. I know I have tons of CDs and I'd
be lost without them.
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WELL, 40 MUC1-1
FoR T1-1E TI-lEoRY
of BEING ABLE
To PLEA4E ALL
of TUE PEoPLE
CoME or 11-1E
TIME...

Michael Hinzman
There have been some amazing things that have been done with music,
but there have also been some not so amazing things done with music.
One thing that occurs to me every other day is that Brittany Spears is only
17. Unacceptable! If she's that hot, she's gotta be out of high school!
Come on!
Remember a few years ago when they tried to tell us that Lee Ann
Rimes was only 14? Whoa! These record companies need to keep the
sexy-mama clothes off these kids. The cheerleader outfit, the school-girl
thing—I think I saw something about that in a Playboy once.
It's a truism that 'NSync, 98 Degrees and the Backstreet Boys are, in
fact, the very same group. They take turns seeing which one will sit out
at the four-person concerts. The real secret is that anybody can sound
like that with a little electronic assistance. Boys II Men used to be the
only group that sang that way. Now all these Vanilla-Ice-lookin' punks
think that they can "one-up" a group that can actually sing. The worst
part is that they are achieving this goal! It's insane!
I, however, have cracked the code. This is the secret to being a new
hit group. First, get three or four of your friends in the neighborhood (all
of you have to be white, though—.I mean, All4One didn't survive). Then,
get one of those synthesizers. One of those little white Casio jobs would
probably do it.
Then, you start singing all the same notes, except during key points
that are repetitious and boring. During these parts, you harmonize one
chord. The next thing to do is to get surfer haircuts (at least one person
must have two-toned hair), peach fuzz facial hair, and clothes way too big
for you so they hang off your ass, yet still allow for freedom of movement
to do a couple of Elvis-style kicks in unison with your "homies."
This, however, is the key: you must stand in a formation or a small
clump, loosen the knees, bounce, close your eyes on high notes, spread
your arms one at a time and bring them back with only the thumb, pointer
finger and middle finger extended. Follow these rules, and you too can be
on the road to stardom and have 12-year-olds lusting after you—as if they
know what lust is.
As I said, this kind of music must be repetitious and boring—if it was
repetitious and good, it would be called "techno." There are days when
you just need to dance or simply get your mind in order, and these are the
times when techno music comes in handy.
I've found that it's great to have techno around to do anything involving numbers—math and physics problems, specifically. The constant
driving beat numbs the mind into this weird zone of understanding. It's
cool.
And speaking of weird, I want to say that Superfans kind of scare me.
Last year, Dave—the guy next door—was obsessed with Pearl Jam. I
mean, he was really into Pearl Jam. He waited for the music store downtown to open when Yield came out because there was going to be a rush.
I don't know that I like any one artist all that much. I mean, I have all
of Weird Al Yancovic's recordings, but I've still never seen him in
concert—which, I am told, is an excellent show and well worth the price.
A lot of the people at this school love the Dave Matthews Band. I used to
like them, too—before I spent time with people who listened to him
twenty-four-seven!
There's a breaking point at which you just start to hate a song because
you've heard it so many times. Bryan Adams tends to do these songs for
movies. Thank you, radio, for killing some nice songs that were good to
sway back and forth - to at the high school dance—back when we thought
that was slow dancing.
Right now, I think the song pushing me to the breaking point is the
one by Cher—"Believe." Yeah, in fact, I know it is. I loved that song at
first, but now it's grating to hear that "I need t-i-i-ime to believe you"
over and over again. And those purposeful little computer glitches in between the fluctuations in her voice. Stop killing it! Thump! Thump!
Hey—get away from that dead horse!
And speaking of dead things, have you wondered why there are no
happy songs anymore? Everyone's all depressed. Even love songs are
about fights. "I wish you would step back from that ledge, my friend."
Yeah, I'm sure singing that song is gonna help. Move over, buddy—your
friend's song is making me do this.
Okay, I have this theory that every decade we switch musical styles.
The style goes back and forth from "music-to-aid-dancing" music to
"music-for-the-lyrics" music. The '90s are definitely dancing times,
because the lyrics sound like a Gertrude Stein novel. Every verse
(continued on page :7):

Crisis in Kosovo: an Alleghenian awakes to political realities
I guess I stumbled upon what was happening in
Kosovo by accident. My dad, who is retired from the
military, is a remote control freak and always watches
CNN. Powerless to stop the news reports, I was forced
to listen. In all seriousness, what I heard frightened me.

Erica Erwin
In my opinion, our country is on a course that may
ultimately lead to disaster. I don't think I'm being
melodramatic, because it has happened before. There is
a very real possibility that the new millennium could be
rung in with a third World War. If history is any
indicator, the stage is set.
The sad and disturbing thing is that many of my
generation are either unaware of the situation or don't
care. Personally, I hope it's the former. I would like to
think that my peers are too educated to be indifferent, or
to not understand the implications of war.
I'll be the first to admit that I haven't been anything
even resembling an activist in the past—I don't think
I've ever held a picket or participated in a
demonstration. I still feel compelled, however, to write
about the indifference I've experienced on campus
about the crisis in Kosovo. If anything, the prospect of
war is enough to stir me from apathy.
I questioned a few people on campus, and was
amazed and startled by what I heard. One student
admitted that she didn't even know where Kosovo is. I
had to acknowledge that until the crisis, neither had I.
Another student was unaware that three U.S. soldiers
had been captured, while a third student didn't know
who Slobodan Milosevic is.
If you think about it, the lack of knowledge isn't
altogether surprising. Here at Allegheny we live in a
tiny community, apart from the "real world." While we
all have access to television and newspapers, many
students don't have time to read up on the daily news.
Either that, or it simply isn't a priority. I guess the
latter way of thinking is at the heart of the problem.
We are reluctant to become involved with anything
that doesn't directly affect us, and we adopt the attitude
that any attempt to fix a problem would be ineffectual.

On the contrary, I believe college students
underestimate themselves and don't realize their
potential.
The problem of indifference is quite pervasive, and
it's not limited to Allegheny or the crisis in Kosovo.
Rather, it is a symptom of a larger crisis affecting
Americans. For example, election polls consistently
show poor voter turnout. In a country where all citizens
are given the opportunity to voice their opinion and cast
a vote, many choose not to take advantage of that right.
That indifference leads to the election of policymakers—the same policy-makers who decide whether
to send troops to Kosovo. The same people who
neglect to vote then complain about legislation.
Can the apathy among college students be attributed
to something as simple as a generation gap? Certainly,
students have changed through the years. I would argue
that we are no longer the determined, proud activists of
the 1960s, who vigilantly protested against the
injustices of the Vietnam War.
I see no such fervent desire to protest the crisis in
Kosovo among my generation. Why not? Definite
parallels can be drawn between the situations in
Vietnam and Kosovo.
When Hurricane Mitch blew, the college community
came together in a mass effort to gather clothing,
supplies, food and money. Where is that effort now?
The situations are certainly similar, although in
Kosovo's case the situation is substantially worse.
There, hundreds of thousands of people have been uprooted from their homes and are without basic
necessities.
As college students, we have a responsibility to be
informed about what is happening in the world. Here,
we have access to the best technology and resources
available. We have access to a huge network of
community service groups and organizations that can be
utilized, including a chapter of Amnesty International.
Education is a powerful tool, one which many in the
Third World are denied. As powerful as education is,
ignorance is equally as dangerous. I don't think I'm
exaggerating when I say that Allegheny students have
the opportunity to use their knowledge to change what
happens in the world.
Erica Erwin is a member o the Class o '02.

Kara's Question of the Week:
I heard on National Public Radio a few
weeks ago that it was National Organize
Your Home Office Day. Is it me, or is
this completely weird? I felt as though I
should hang one of those God-awful
yard flags off my front door, bright pink
and emblazoned with a giant blue still
life containing a modem, a formatted
diskette and a Scotch tape dispenser.
"Who are the ad geniuses who came up
with this one?"
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Letters to the Editor continued
The fundamentals of forgiveness

Caveman discovers musical log!
Stravinsky kicks ass, causes riots!

repentance. Now, what's that? Let's go to Webster this
time. The definition of "repent" that applies here is "to
(continued from page 5)
Christianity is about God's grace ("For by grace are feel sorrow, regret, or contrition." And that's the idea
ye saved through faith; and that not of yourselves; it is hammered home time and time again in the Bible.
the gist of God; Not of works, lest any man should Forgiveness is contingent upon repentance (see Luke
boast." —Ephesians 2:8-9) The righteousness that we 17:3-4 for one example).
That doesn't mean being sorry you got caught. And
can muster in and of ourselves amounts to nothing more
it is not just being sorry for the consequences. It means
than "filthy rags" in God's sight (Isaiah 64:6).
Can you imagine looking around, looking down admitting you've done wrong, are worthy of
your nose at people, and saying, "My rags aren't as punishment, and wishing you'd never thought of doing
filthy as yours. Nyaah." It's silly! Anyone sporting an it just because it was wrong. Christianity is not
attitude like that needs to be reminded of these things. some blanket insurance policy that lets us do what we
Hopefully, they would even thank you for pointing it want and be automatically forgiven (Romans 6:1-2
addresses this very idea, summing it up thusly: "God
out, because it's a trap that is all too easy to fall into.
Ok, fine. But if Christians really aren't any better forbid"). There has to be a genuine change of heart
than anyone else, what's the difference? To paraphrase before we can receive forgiveness.
But that's also the wonderful message of
Mr. Starz's question, What does "born again" mean and
Christianity.
There is forgiveness available! Anyone—
how can Christians look themselves in the mirror
not
just
the
terminally
ill or the guy with the ruined
knowing what they've been and what they are?
Well, let's just look at what the term "born again" life—who is truly sorry for the sins of their life can
come to Jesus and receive forgiveness and help for
refers to. What it is not is some cult-like sect of
Christianity. Jesus uses the phrase in John 3 to describe living. It's not about deflecting accountability—it's
the beginning of a new spiritual life— "born of the about Christ paying the price for us by his death on the
Spirit" (with a capital S, referring to the Holy Spirit). cross (Romans 5:8).
Think of it this way: if someone willingly took a
This happens when a person comes to believe in Jesus.
bullet
for you because of something you did, wouldn't
So, in a very real sense, all Christians are born again.
you (a) wish you'd never done it, (b) try real hard not to
Actually, this may be more of a Protestant view—
and that is my perspective—but nonetheless, it's right do it again, and (c) be real grateful to the person who
there in John 3. This is why I haven't been making any took the slug? That's the idea I'm getting at. And
distinction between "Christianity" and "born-again that's how someone who's lived a "questionable" life
Christianity"—I don't believe there really is one, at can become a Christian, live for God, and look at him
or herself in the mirror in the morning.
least as far as the Bible is concerned.
I hope this discussion has provided some insights
That's all there is to it. With it there's the
into
the core beliefs of Christianity and cleared up some
forgiveness of sins (more on that in a bit), and the Holy
Spirit gives the person the desire (and help) to live a life misconceptions. Again, I'm not a theologian—just a
that is pleasing to God. What doesn't happen is an in- practicing Christian—and like everybody else, I'm not
perfect. So I would encourage you to pick up a Bible
stantaneous transformation into a perfect individual.
Christians will still screw up ("If we say that we and see for yourself whether what I've said makes
sense.
have no sins, we deceive ourselves, and the truth is not
As you can see, Mr. Starz's impressions of
in us."—John 1:8). I know I do. The point is that they
Christianity
are completely at odds with what it really
should be trying not to. And, with God's help they will teaches. Though it's understandable how he could get
get better with time (but perfection doesn't come until
Heaven). That, in a nutshell, is what makes a Christian such impressions in the first place—with media
stereotypes, outright phonies, and even genuine
different.
Christians
who may be screwing up somehow.
Now, what about forgiveness, and Mr. Starz's
I
can't
say
whether the people mentioned in Mr.
assertion that "born again Christianity is all about
Starz's
piece
fit
any of those categories—ultimately, it's
abusing this forgiveness?" Well, I have to say it just
ain't so. Though I think I understand where he's between them and God. But just like you can't judge a
coming from, the problem may be a misunderstanding book by its cover, you can't judge Christianity by those
who claim—rightly or wrongly—to practice it. You
of the idea of forgiveness. It's a common
need to read the Book.
misconception that it's a one-sided thing. "You did me
wrong but I forgive you." But that's not right.
Robb Timlin is Laboratory Technician for the Physics
Forgiveness is a two-way process.
In the Bible, forgiveness is inextricably tied to department.
sex. But this was our lounge that we
frequently use, and two poor mem(continued from page 5)
bers of our hall had to walk in and (continued from page 5)
stating fact does not constitute slan- see the act of oral sex being perWith extensive searches underway
der. But instead, the hardly-credible formed in our lounge.
for two years, we have hired highly
Hinzman did something worse—he
Now my objection isn't their age, qualified, engaging young colleagues
gave a certificate of authenticity to like the crazy objection of the and teachers (two have joined us this
anyone who wanted to name people placebo-brained Hinzman to the year; two will begin next fall) about
who they think were having sex in original accused couple being whom we are all uniformly
the library stairwell.
freshmen, but this Hinzman person enthusiastic and excited.
I can't say that no one has had should have a huge objection to
They will maintain and preserve
sex in the stairwell. That would these two people being high school the high regard for the Political
make me as irresponsible as . students visiting this college.
Science department at Allegheny—
Hinzman. But I can say that the
My objection lies in the fact that whether it comes from political
people whose names are mentioned two people were having oral sex in a scientists nationally, from our
in the rumors did not have sex in the very public place, especially since I alumni, or from current students.
stairwell of the library. So, am not one of those two people. I,
Rather than reporting and editori Hinzman, I would suggest you re- like the bong water-drinking de- alizing incorrectly (and with an untract your previous statements and generate Hinzman, would like to necessary wisp of hyperbole) that we
think twice before writing columns make a plea to the students of have lost positions, an editorial in
based upon rumor or gossip that you Allegheny College: don't have pub- praise of these outstanding teachers
turn into "fact."
lic oral sex!
might better have served our comSo, Hinzman, here is your fact: munity.
On a related note, recently the
lounge of South Highland hall was two people had oral sex in the South
invaded by two unknown prospec - Highland lounge, got caught, didn't Robert G. Seddig is Professor of
tive students for some late-night, get in any trouble, and everybody Political Science.
public oral sex. Now, this bothers was a little disturbed.

Lascivious lounging

me. I don't really have a problem It is a fact that Greggo M. Johnson
with public sex in rarely-trafficked is a member of the Class of '01. Or
areas, because to me that isn't public so he says.

We've got it covered

(continued from page 6)
contains the same words—just in different order.
The '80s contained listening songs. The lyrics were opinionated and
wordy, and the music was really hard to dance to. You can't do much but
sway back and forth with a little bounce. Of course, there were the
"Everybody Wang-Chung tonight" songs, but there were also the "Sitting
in the back room, waiting for the big boom" socially aware groups that
sang about politics without trying very hard.
If you regress back another decade, you'll find disco. "Shake your
booty." I recently received a set of disco music for my birthday with the
song "Superman" on it, in which the words are "Super man. I love you,
Superman. Do it to me, Superman. I want you, Superman." How's that
for quality lyrics?
Go back to the '60s and again, you find social consciousness—and
drugs. Lots and lots of drugs. You don't get a song like "White Rabbit"
without a little of the wacky-tobaccy, if you catch my drift. '50s: dance.
`40s: listen. '30s: dance. '20s: listen. It probably gets broader after that,
but you get the idea.
I learned yesterday that Igor Stravinsky's compositions used to incite
riots. When was the last time you saw a riot because Meatloaf came out
with a song a little out of the tonal ordinary? Were these people just
bored?
One thing for sure is that those old composers left us with some real
ass-kicking music to be played and heard. Few people write more than 10
pieces or so. I'm glad there is always a section of society that appreciates
harmonies and the way all those parts fit together.
It's amazing that we find so much pleasure in hearing different vibrations of sound moving through air. It fascinates me that we have done so
much—invented all these instruments, digitized them, then realized they
weren't as cool as we first thought.
When that first caveman or woman first slipped and hit his or her head
on a log—this, I feel, is how music was discovered—he or she discovered
something that would change the very fabric of lives.
And Brittany, if you're out there—I'll be waiting by the phone on your
birthday.
Michael Hinzman is a columnist for The Campus.
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Sex, drugs and rock and roll offend modest and virtuous freshmen
WASHINGTON (AP)—Wendy
Shalit's new book is raising eyebrows for the shocking message it
promotes: sexual modesty.
But the 23-year-old writer, who
lashes out against random college
hookups and sexual encounters, may
not be a generational anomaly. A
comprehensive survey of college
freshmen—taken annually since
1966—finds record low support for
casual sex among the 1998 entering
class.
That's not the only area where
young adults are taking decidedly
different turns on issues than previous generations of college students.
On law and order, abortion and even
their goals in life, the differences are
sometimes wide.
"Their parents are the ones who

sort of believed in this liberation
through promiscuity and experience," said Shalit, whose book, "A
Return to Modesty: Discovering the
Lost Virtue," came out in January.
But some kids today are "embracing
the codes of conduct that their own
parents rejected."
Not a surprise to some college
students, who agree that young
adults are looking for a return to religious or more traditional moral
values after the legacy left by the
decadent 1980s and the baby
boomers.
"We have members who are
more conservative than their parents," says Chris Gillott, chairman
of Pennsylvania State University's
Young Americans for Freedom.
Gillott says some of his peers go

USE A LIME RESTRAINT
WITH YOUR KIDS.

EXPECT THE BEST FROM A GIRL.
THAT'S WHAT YOU'LL GET.

The back seat is the safest place for all children
12 and under to ride. Protect our youngest passengers
Put them in the back and remember to
Buckle lip on every trip

YOU COULD LEARN A LOT FROM A DUMMY
BUCKLE YOUR SAFETY BELT.
For more information,
col/ 800-424-9393
C)11.1
U.S. Department of Transportation

Encourage your daughter to stand up and
be heard in school. Tell her it's okay to be
smart in front of boys. Teach her to be
outspoken, assertive and inventive.
For more information on how to help your
daughter, call 1-800-WCC-4-GIRLS. Or visit
us on the Internet at www.academic.org .

Women's College Coalition

home and "come out of the conservative closet" to their families, igniting heated discussions on topics
from Social Security to affirmative
action.
Only 40 percent of freshmen
agree that it's OK for two people
who like each other to have sex,
even if they have only known each
other a short while. That's down
from 42 percent in 1997, and an alltime high of 52 percent in 1987, according to the study by the Higher
Education Research Institute at the
University of California, Los
Angeles.
In 1970, 56 percent of the freshmen surveyed showed strong opposition to capital punishment. By
1998, less than a quarter of them
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www nacme org
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NACM

National Action Council for MinontiEs in Engineering. Inc.

believed the death penalty should be
abolished.
Nearly 73 percent of freshmen
said there is too much concern for
criminals—an almost 50 percent increase since the early 1970s when
only about half of those surveyed
felt that way.
Only half of this year's freshmen
backed efforts to keep abortion legal
—a record low figure after six years
on the decline. Support for laws protecting abortion peaked in 1990 at
65 percent.
"We have pro-choice students on
our campus who still say they would
never have an abortion," says Ryan
Gruber, a senior at the University of
Wisconsin, Madison, who used to
head the school's college
Republicans. "Even if they don't
want to push their message on others, there is less tolerance on a personal level."
Even views on the grand scheme
of things can shift considerably in a
few generations. Nearly three-quarters of the Class of 2002 consider
being well-off financially among
their highest objectives.
Their parents had different goals
when they were freshmen: in the
late 1960s, more than 80 percent
wanted to develop "a meaningful
philosophy of life." Today, only 40
percent of incoming college students

find that objective compelling.
A record low 26 percent of
freshmen believe that "keeping up to
date with political affairs" is a very
important or essential life goal. In
1966, interest in politics was at its
height, with a record 58 percent of
freshmen considering important in
their lives.
But some say these results don't
necessarily signify apathy among
today's students. Instead, activism
and civic-mindedness may turn up
in different forms, like volunteering
and community service.
"These activities are political in
the sense that they are trying to
change the system we have," says
Kendra Fox-Davis, a 1998 UCLA
college graduate who now is vice
president of the U.S. Student
Association in Washington.
She added that while students today may not be as likely to demonstrate or march in protest like their
parents, young adults are active on a
host of issues from decreasing tuition to raising attention to sweatshop labor conditions.
The 1998 freshmen norms are
based on the responses of 275,811
students at 469 of the nation's two
and four year colleges and universities. UCLA's research institute has
conducted the survey annually since
1966.
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also get a competitive interest rate with NO ANNUAL FEE.

Up to 1% paid yearly based on annual level of purchases.
g1999 Greenwood Trust Company, Member FDIC.
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More Than A Month...

Student Art
Show opens

* ARD Choreographer's
Showcase—April 9 & 10,
8 p.m.
* Social Dance Exhibition—
April 15
* Ballroom Dance Clinic—
April 16 & 17
* A Spirit Tale: The Epic of
Tvan MacCairill—April 23
& 24, 8 p.m.
* Concert of Student
Works—April 26, 8 p.m.
* Close to the Bone—May
8, 8 p.m.
* Shen and Bones Performance Group—May 14 &
15, 7:30 p.m.

By ANDREW MIHAILOFF

Arts & Living Writer
The administration is at it
again—trying to seduce you from
your studies. As if the weather
lately hasn't been enough to lure
you from your desk, the latest addition to the list of temptations
(including short and inconsistent library hours, long and reliable Wise
Center hours and the dissolution of
the classics department) is the annual Student Art Show. Don't think
for a minute that they're innocent.
The works—all by Allegheny
students—are on display in the
Penelec, Bowman and Megahan galleries through April 28. They were
chosen by jurors John Vanco '68,
executive director of the Erie Art
Museum, and Paul O'Keeffe, associate professor of sculpture at Kent
State University.

Shonk was carried into
the gallery and balanced
on her feet. A crowd
began to gather and
gradually the gallery
became silent.

Events take place in Montgomery Performance Space.
Call 332-2813 for questions
and reservations.
[Students rehearse during the dress rehearsal for Allegheny Repertory Dance's (ARD)
Choreographer's Showcase, which will be held this Friday and Saturday, April 9 and 10. See the box
at right for a calendar of "More Than a Month" dance events.
—Photo by Ben WVfri
-
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International Film Festival formulates fabulously foreign fun
By KIMBERLY REHAK

from which was nominated in the
best actress category) if any other
foreign films were to win, it
I first encountered the world of probably would have been "too
There also exists a "Salon des
Refuses" initiated by the Student Art foreign film a little while ago, after much multiculturalism for HollySociety where the works not admit- renting the new release "When the wood."
ted into the show are exhibited. A Cat's Away." I was intrigued after
few years ago, the Salon was created reading the advertisement on the
in protest when students disagreed back of the video case. It looked
with the jurors as to the merit of the like an interesting film, though I The festival seemed to be
art accepted into the show. Now, it failed to notice the phrase "French structured with increasing
with English subtitles" written ever
has become a tradition.
According to sophomore so discreetly in small yellow dramatic intensity. I conJeremiah LaCoille, who has four lettering on the bottom of the case.
cluded this by monitoring
I was a wee bit shocked to realize
works exhibited, the show allows
the amount of my crying
students to "get a feel for what the that the Giant Eagle near my house
throughout the course of
would
even
carry
this
film.
Having
art world is really like." LaCoille
said the art show is the most wanted to view a foreign film, yet
the festival.
anticipated event of the year in the always fearing I was not hip enough,
art department and that over 500 I was glad that I finally did, even
though it was on account of my
works were submitted this year.
The festival seemed to be strucAt the opening reception on slight irresponsibility. Nevertheless,
tured with increasing dramatic inTuesday, April 6, the art department I found a new hobby.
tensity. I concluded this by
For those of you who, unlike me,
announced the winners of the 1999
monitoring
the amount of my crying
Doane Prizes in Art. The winners actually pay attention to small dewere selected by the art department tails, there is the Department of throughout the course of the festival.
The opening film, "Marius and
faculty in conjunction with an out- Modern and Classical Language's
Jeannette,"
dealt with a love story
International
Film
Festival
to
introside juror.
between
two
working-class middleThis year's winners are: Jamie duce recently released foreign films.
aged
French
citizens. Its topic was
Held Thursday nights through
Orndorff '99 in Painting/Drawing,
with an honorable mention to Kim- March and to the first week in April, "something you could watch all of
berlee Forney '02; Alex Mead '02 in the festival showed four films total. your life," said German teaching
Graphics, with an honorable men- Associate Professor of Modern and assistant Heidi Mueller. No tears
tion to Melissa MacNish '99; and Classical Language and organizer of from me during this film, more like
Alex Leonida '99 in Ceram- the festival, Jaume Marti-Olivella, a smile.
The following week brought to
ics/Sculpture, with an honorable was the coordinator this event. Two
the
Belgian film "My Life in Pink."
of these films were nominated for
mention to Laura Penman '00.
This
film dealt with the somewhat
The reception was well-attended Academy Awards. In the year of
by both faculty and students.
Roberto Begnini, though, as Marti- controversial issue of transsexuality.
Olivella said in the opening remarks Unfortunately, it seemed that some
(continued on page 13)
of "Central Station" (the lead actress members of the audience let the

Assistant Arts & Living Editor

strangeness of the plot line overshadow what the film was really attempting to portray, which was the
idea of the actions and reactions of
the family and community.
"It made people think what they
would do," said Mueller, referring. to
the young cross-dressing protagonist's parents. My tears almost escaped during this film, but I managed to hold them in.
The third film, Russia's "The
Thief," was a beautiful story witnessed through the point of view of
a disturbed youth. It showed how a
man can physically and mentally
control both a woman and her child
and how that brief relationship dominates the child's life for a very long
while.
It was not a cheerful film—dark
scenery and lighting set the mood—
yet it was not depressing. I do not
believe that I cried during this one,
but I know those tears were almost
ready to dive out of my tear ducts.
The final film, "Central Station"
from Brazil, was a story of an unlikely friendship between a lonely
elderly woman and a young headstrong boy whose mother had just
been killed.
The ending was inevitable, yet it
was difficult for me to force myself
to realize that. I cried. The tears
streamed down my face. I am
ashamed to cry in public so as I was
running out of Shafer Auditorium, I
had to wipe my eyes furiously.

"The foreign films place
such an emphasis on
more literary elements,"
said Keith Bryner '01.
"I was very satisfied since they
were all top notch-films and they
were very close to my own sensibility," said Marti-Olivella. "I think
that the theme of difference and how
it is treated in out society was highlighted. I also enjoyed the coincidence that three films ("My Life in
Pink," "The Thief," and "Central
Station") shared what I think might
be termed 'the innocent gaze'—that
is, the perspective of children and
their amazed and amazing gaze on
some excruciating realities of our
world."
(continued on page 12)

Inside ASA...
/ -t's So3e... so be it
"Ten Things / Hope
About You"... but it's
nothing personal
Alternatives to Dave
Mat -thews
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SoBe is so cool, so trendy and invading campus with herbal Zen
Hy DON THOMAS

Arts & Living Writer
As Seinfeld would say, "Snapple,
anyone?" Allegheny would have to
answer "no"—the once-trendy fruit
:':rink has been dethroned in favor of
an herbal drink with a cute, foreignsounding name—SoBe. Health
nuts, hippies and Allegheny students
rue flocking to stores to try it.
According to the bottle, "the se:Jets of an enlightened mind, a
lealthy body and an uplifted spirit
_ire found in SoBe Zen blend."
Using Zen to sell drinks is really
an amazing marketing strategy and
it seems to have just about everyone
;umping on the bandwagon.
-

"SoBe provides a boost
you just can't get with
your average tea bag,"
said Chris Johnson '02.
SoBe is fat-free with 100 percent
of the vitamin C that we college students need every day to ward off the
deadly Allegheny Plague. Who
knows, perhaps if we'd caught on to
SoBe earlier, we could have avoided
this winter's nasty flu outbreak.
Jackie Baldwin, a manager at the
C-Store in the campus center, said,
"We order seven cases each week.
Earlier this year we were only
ordering three. They sell very
well."
Students armed with SoBe bottles can be found all over campus.
"It's definitely the dancers' drink,"
said sophomore Indi Weber. "It's

■

healthier than soda and it keeps you
going. It cleans your system."
Freshman Chris Johnston added,
"Usually I drink it in the morning
before I go to class because it tastes
like tea but provides a boost that you
can't get with your average tea bag."
SoBe even has its own website at
<www.sobebev.com >, where thirsty
fans can log on to hear the latest
news about their favorite drink, as
well as read quotations from various
people around the country about
how the beverage has changed their
lives.
Everyone from Federal Express
to the music staff at George Mason
University has posted a deep
thought or two on the website.
The site also has a merchandise
section (of course) where you can
order shirts with the trademark
lizard on them and peruse a long list
of all the SoBe flavors.
Along with the official website, a
few very enthused fans have created
their own sites dedicated to the
drink. And for the true SoBe devotee, there's a hotline number listed
on the bottle (1-800-588-0548).
SoBe is rapidly becoming the
next Snapple—and should be appreciated as a great drink with
enough flavors to satisfy everyone.
But it's more than just a pretty bottle—it's a lifestyle.

Check it out!
<www.sobebev.com >.

LSAT

Practice makes
perfect.
Take a FREE practice exam.
Saturday, April 10, 11 AM
Grove City College
Calderwood Hall
Take a FREE practice exam proctored like the real thing.
You'll receive individual feedback and get strategies to help
you pass the real exam. Space is limited, so call today!
Sponsored by the Grove City College Pre-Law Society.

1-800-KAP-TEST
www.kaplan.com
* LSAT is a registered trademark of the Law,School Admission Council.

Keith Baldwin enjoys the latest trend to sweep Allegheny—SoBe herbal drinks. The drinks, marketed
as a healthy boost and an alternative to soda, have become increasingly popular on campus recently.

—photo by Nathan Hedin

"Comedy of Errors" proves Hartman wrong
By ROBERT HARTMAN
News Editor
After two semesters of Shakespeare with Professor of English Jim
Bulman, I thought I was pretty
damned smart. I knew that
"wherefore" did not mean where,
but why. I knew what a bawd was, a
pimp. And I knew there was no way
in hell anyone could get me to sit
through the seven-minute prologue
of The Comedy of Errors and
actually enjoy it.
I hear that crow tastes best when
it's fried, and goes well with white
wine, not red.

Play Review
The Aquila Theater Company,
who presented The Comedy of Errors Tuesday, April 6 in Shafer

Auditorium, avoided the frightening
prospect of an old man dallying his
way through his past with a mimetic
sequence a la comedia del ante
which was, in a word, brilliant.
The aged Egeon (played by director Robert Richmond) and his
wife Emilia (Monica Wyche), aided
by an all-purpose piece of scenery
and four little plastic dolls, present
the entire story of Egeon, Emilia,
their twin sons, the twin sons destined to be their twin sons' servants,
and the separation of the entire family.
After the prologue, Egeon arrives
in Ephesus, where he is promptly
greeted with a death sentence from
Solinus (William Kwapy), duke of

Ephesus. Egeon is granted a one day
reprieve to obtain the 1000 ducats
necessary for a reprieve.
After Egeon exits, Antipholus of
Syracuse (Peter Hilton) and Dromio
of Syracuse (Louis Butelli) arrive in
Ephesus, searching for their longlost twin brothers. Antipholus sends
Dromio on a little errand, and is
rather surprised when Dromio returns almost instantly.
He is even more shocked when
Dromio bids him to come home for
lunch with his wife. This information is news to Antipholus, who was
a bachelor when he arrived a few
minutes ago. Antipholus, initiating a
pattern of Dromio-abuse which recurs throughout the play, beats
Dromio up for insulting his intelligence.
Eventually, Antipholus and
Dromio of Ephesus land in jail, and

in black, fight over a length of rope.
Although there are too many
moments in this play to address each
of them separately, two which stick
out are Dromio's characterization of
Nell, the kitchen wench, and the
scene where Adriana and Luciana
describe their situation to Solinus.
In the first situation, Dromio is
utterly amazed when he is confronted by Nell, who drags him inside and has her way with him. After his, ummm, experience, he reunites with Antipholus and begins a
description of Nell which isn't quite
flattering, but pretty damned fun
anyway. After describing her
shapely (as in round) figure, Dromio
proceeds to find for Antipholus the
various nations of the world,
culminating with his discovery of
the Netherlands.
In the latter, Luciana and Adri-

the other set of twins takes refuge in
an abbey run by their mother Emilia.
The plot is resolved when Egeon
and Emilia reunite on the steps of
the abbey and concludes with the
conventional comedic ending—a
planned wedding between Antipholus of Syracuse and Luciana.
The plot itself plays well on
stage, but the real genius of this
comedy is in the sheer volume of activity on stage. All cast members
demonstrate their slapstick skills, in
addition to a bunch of foolishness
on stage.
In one scene, Antipholus and
Dromio of Ephesus are confronted
by Luciana, Adriana, and Doctor
Pinch, all of whom are convinced
that the pair is stark mad. While
Pinch confronts Antipholus, Dromio
and an actress, on all fours and clad

ana do a riotous send-up of every
character in the play, summarizing
the plot in about three minutes to the
theme of Peter Gunn. This scene, in
the textual version, doesn't appear
to have much comic potential, but
the physical comedy, in conjunction
with the actresses' ability to mock
the rest of the cast, makes the scene
a joy.
Overall, Aquila reminds the
viewer that Shakespeare's plays are
not sacred, nor are they meant just
for study. The manner in which
Aquila brings The Comedy of Errors
to life reflects a sophisticated
understanding of exactly what
makes an audience laugh, and
effectively combines many jokes at
one time, giving the audience
something to smile about for the
entire two hours.
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I Was Just Thinking

A

humor column by Gail Giewont

Most people don't realize the
requency with which humor
olumnists illuminate the pressing
ssues of our times. Some people
nay say that this is a direct result of
he fact that the preceding statement
s entirely untrue, but I fully intend
o prove all those doubters wrong.
In keeping with the time-honored
radition of hard-core subject
naterial in this column, I have
liscovered an issue of incredible
nagnitude and ramifications which
se rarely, if ever, discussed. This
ssue is Vikings.
It's not just the Vikings who
oncern me. It's the manner in
vhich they are slowly invading
arious aspects of our lives—like art
;alleries—while we sit idly by and
hrow M&Ms at each other.

This artwork was a
striking replica of a
Viking ship, created
imaginatively from a
frighteningly long, thick
steak fry from
McKinley's.

This artwork was a striking
replica of a Viking ship, created
imaginatively from a frighteningly
long, thick steak fry from
McKinley's. The fry was artfully
covered in cheese sauce with a fork
rammed into the center of the fry to
serve as a mast and six cheery fork
tines stabbed into the sides to serve
as oars. It was a prime example of
My uneasiness results from my the Potato-Viking school of art.
cent inspection of a piece of
Furthermore, the piece was laid
artwork" on display in the Doane upon a napkin, which undoubtedly
all of Art from last Tuesday represented the perception of the
trough late Monday of this week, ocean as a place where people go to
hen it was removed for an get their hands and faces clean.
nknown reason. I heard about this
I took a photograph of the Viking
twork and decided to go have a Potato to facilitate greater
ok, because I was kind of bored understanding of its in trisic
at day. And I'm glad I took the contribution to modern art.
urney, strenuous as it was.
However, of the 36 pictures on that
-

Tat I
lir

roll of film, the only two that did not
develop well were the two I took of
the Viking Potato. I think this is a
direct illustration of the greatness of
the art—it was too good to allow
itself to submit to the mere
representative quality of
photography.
Interestingly enough, even
though the piece was made almost
entirely of food products, even on its
last day on display it did not
demonstrate any signs of decay. It
merely began to shrivel and become
slightly crusty. It's nice to see how
effective food preservatives have
become in recent years.
But that's tangential to the real
point here. The fact of the matter is
that, through a variety of top-secret
sources (most of whom were not
named "Brunhilde"), I learned that
the Viking Potato was not actual art.
It was simply taken into the art
department by its creator, a regular
Allegheny student, and set out for
admiration.
That's right, it was not legitimate
art. It took a week for anyone to decide that it wasn't art and throw it
out, which is my main point of
concern. In the words of Jeff
"Siegfried" Heller: "Bear in mind it
is not simply an art project; it is a

project attempting to be an art
project and in that lies art."
I decided that it behooved me, as
an investigator, to determine
whether or not the average citizen
thinks this type of thing is art. Just
because I think the Viking Potato is
a sublime comment on our times, if
strangely unappetizing, doesn't
mean that others will be as
enraptured by its hallucinogenic,
greasy aura.
Of the nine respondents, eight
people viewed the potato as art. The
other viewed it as "garbage."
According to Holly "Sven"
Miskey, who considered the Viking
Potato art, "Someone was creative
with their `food'—I mean this in the
loosest terms because it is college
food—and put it to good use. It
could be a new trend. Everyone
laughed at the gorilla that painted,
and now look. There's an elephant
that does it too, and they sell for
thousands!"
My own interpretation involves
the very rebellious choice to make
the fry into a Viking ship. The artist
could have easily made the potato
into a schooner, but he didn't. The
artwork conveyed the intrepid limbhacking entrepreneurialism of the
early Vikings and, I think, the same

can be said of the bold move by the
artist to invade the art gallery.
Except that I'm not sure the artist
wore a helmet, or that any actual
bloodshed or pillaging was involved.
Jillian "Wotan" Sauers asked,
"Think if there were reproductions,
cheap knockoffs, of the sculpture—
then where would we be?" And this
is precisely the problem that I'm
talking about. The Vikings are
taking over. Is anybody going to
stop them?
Even though it took a while to
determine that the Viking Potato
was not actual art, perhaps it is best
that whoever tossed the fair ship did
so after all. Otherwise, the Vikings
could start showing up everywhere.
This kind of transgression should
not be allowed, particularly in the
case of scary things like Vikings.
Also, as Beth "Thor" Foster
noted, the ship was "getting kind of
nasty" before its untimely removal
from the art gallery. This has been
one of the primary difficulties of the
practicioners of Viking Potato art
throughout the centuries and has
resulted in the survival of very few
examples of it, which is why it may
seem that I've randomly made it up.
(continued on page 13)

CELEMITE 111111! MONTH 1999

Thurs. 4/8 - OPENING CERENIONII
Shishir Kurup's "Assimilation," one-man show in
Campus Center Lobby at 7 p.m.
Sun. 4/11 - INTERNIITIONN WEEK REGINI!
Tues. 4/13 - "TIIIMINMEN MIRE: 10 1101R1 INTER"
Lecture by Prof. Wesoky in Walker Room at noon.
Thurs. 4/15 - 010E0
Meditation & Mindfulness House at 7:30 p.m.
Sat. 4/17 - VIE KWON 00 EXHIRITION
In Capmus Center Lobby at 6 p.m.
Sun. 4/18 - INTERNIITIONfil DINNER
Wed. 4/21 - "US. FOREIGN POLIO/ IN PM"
Faculty panel in Quigley Auditorium at 7 p.m.
Fri. 4/23 - IMMO LUAU PUN
Filipino dance troupe, food and dancing at
Brooks at 9 p.m.
Wed. 4/28 - CLOSING CEREMONY
Associatioh foe. Asiar% & Asicoi
Phoebe Eng, activist, in Ford Chapel at 8 p.m.
Arnericav, Awarehess

For more information call the Office of Diversity Affairs at 332-3332.
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PUT DOWN YOUR DAVE!
By DON THOMAS

Arts & Living Writer

Their music is a conglomeration
of delicate acoustic ballands and
dissonant punk songs inspired by the
band members. Sebadoh, one of the
leading bands in the Boston independent music scene, has recently
released a delightful album entitled
"The Sebadoh."

Music Review
In the past, the front man Lou
Barlow and bassist Jason Lowenstein were the main contributors and
each song had its own unique sound.
Their 1997 release, "Harmony,"
marked their move towards combining their ideas and styles, and the
new album is a beautiful continuation of this beginning.
The lyrics provide an abstract
and introspective look at distances
between two people, as well as focusing on specific emotions.
Barlow, the man who ranted "I
will be lonely all my life" circa
1991, is now more confident, as evidenced by the new song "Love Is
Stronger."
From the opening drum beat to
the final clean tone electric driven
song, the album represents the Seals
and Crofts of the 1990s.
The song which stands out most
is called "Weird." It appears to be a
reflection on the band's history as
Barlow sings, "The paranoia is contagious/I'm coming down too/you
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better throw your trust on the
fire/before I do."
Sebadoh hails from the Sub Pop
label in Seattle, which has signed
such bands as Nirvana, Sunny Day
Real Estate, Eric's Trip and Velocity
Girl.
Although the album was
recorded in Los Angeles, Boston,
which has a thriving culture of respected independent music, still appears to be a major influence on Sebadoh's music.
The guitar and bass sometimes
sound melted together with Pollard's strong drumming, and other
times the guitar moves away from
the rest of the band.
The vocals could have been
recorded more clearly, but the listener is still able to appreciate their
beauty. Sebadoh's lo-fi technique
of recording has given their studio
work a unique sound that is usually
produced and mixed by the band.
Despite being branded the
"sensitive males of the punk rock
label," Sebadoh continues to be an
important influence in the avantgarde theory of independent music,
proving that a band does not need
mainstream recognition to be influential.
Sebadoh retains a cult-like following and its music has shaped the
likes of Sonic Youth, Yo La Tengo
and early Nirvana recordings.
"The Sebadoh" should bring the
band the attention and recognition
they deserve. Do yourself a favor—
put down that Dave Matthews album and pick up a Sebadoh record.
You just might like it.

We laughed, we cried.

••

Picture yourself

Xerox self portraits by sophomore Alex Mead. They are displayed in the Student Art Show, located at
—photo by Giancarlo Bonilla
the galleries in Doane Hall of Art through April 28.

"Ten Things" revitalizes same old story
By BOB BRITTEN

Arts & Living Writer

"Ten Things I Hate About You"
is a present-day retelling of Shakespeare's play "The Taming of the
Shrew." It's set in the present, so
the roles are played by hormonal
high school students living in a glam
world of arch-cliques, just like
"Romeo and Juliet" (the one with
Lenny DiCaprio, not the one in
which your ninth-grade English
teacher fast-forwarded past the sex
scene). It's not as artsy as "Romeo
and Juliet," but it's a good deal
more accessible.

Not only was the film festival a
(continued from page 9)
My presence was required for the success in the audience response to
first two films because I had to the material, this year was also "the
study them for Marti-Olivella's Eu- most successful year attendanceropean Cinema class. Although I wise," said Marti-Olivella. There
had a great deal of work to do on the was a static number of attendants,
other two Thursdays, I set some though it seemed that as the weeks
time aside to view the other two went on, the majority of the audience was made up of members of
films. I was greatly rewarded.
Sophomore Keith Bryner said he the community rather than students
Film Review
was also glad he attended the festi- and faculty.
"There was a good response
val. "I was really impressed [with
from
the community," Martithe foreign film festival]. I had
It's also a damned good movie
gone last year, and it was one of my Olivella added. "I think that it was and maybe the first example I've
favorite things of the entire year. great to see how many people from seen on the big screen of one of
There is a definite difference be- the larger Meadville community these high school angst flicks that
tween the American film making in- showed up for the films and how isn't insulting to the intelligence of
dustry and foreign films. The for- many words of support and congrat- every 15-year-old in the audience.
eign films place such an emphasis ulations I received."
Our hero is Cameron No-Appar"I am very proud that this is my
on more literary elements, much
ent-Need-For-A-Last-Name, played
last festival because I have thormore than American," he said.
by Joseph Gordon-Levitt, better
And that difference is not be- oughly enjoyed it," continued Marti- known as that kid from "Third Rock
cause you have to read the subtitles Olivella, "and it helps me have the From the Sun." His love interest is
feeling of a grand finale. I would
while watching the films.
played by Larisa Oleynik, that kid
"I liked that I was enabled to see like to encourage students and fac- from "The Secret World of Alex
inside of different cultures," added ulty to keep alive the tradition of Mack."
senior Amanda Smith. "It gives you this International Film Festival
Anyway, without delving too
a different idea of how people in dif- which is one of the few showcases deeply into the plot (if you're really
of multiculturalism on campus."
ferent countries live."
drooling for a synopsis, read the
play; I hear the author's pretty
good), Cameron's new in school and
Need something swank to do next year? Thought
wants to date Bianca, whose paraabout writing for The Campus?, Look for application
noid father has a rule that Bianca
guidelines in next week's issue!
can't date any guys until her sister
Katarina does.

This would not be a problem,
were Katarina not what scholars
term a psycho hose beast.
Katarina's man is found in Joey
Donner (Andrew Keegan), who is
the closest thing to a troll that the
school has. Plots progress, love is
forged, social stereotypes are shattered while at the same time deftly
maintained, and life goes on.
The quality of the movie doesn't
come from any sort of attempt at
realism, mind you. It has the full
compliment of stereotypes you'd
expect from any of the other
"Dawson's Creek" homages that
make it into theaters. In "Ten
Things," though, they're so blatant
that you can't possibly take them
seriously, and this is what takes it
from a pOssible disaster to a quality
flick.
Sure, caricature can be potent
political commentary, but when a
quick once-over of Padua High
School's courtyard reveals a clique
of cowboys swinging lassoes and
chomping on Slim Jims, the tension
is greatly diffused.
At the beginning of the movie
you'll probably hate nearly every
character. They all have some decent qualities, but on the other hand
they're all pretty vile too.
And not in any "cool-and-rebellious" way, either—this cries for the
characters to be beaten with a rusty
shovel for their superficiality and
vain attempts at cynicism--figuratively speaking, of course.
It doesn't seem right, at first, because you feel like you should adore
the main character. Even if he's a
bad boy, the viewer should fall in
love with his roguish ways, right?
Not so, true believer.

The movie gets interesting when
the characters break out of their
'forced roles. Confronted with a situation they can't deal with in sitcom
fashion, the characters actually
become almost human. It's weird
and unnerving.
At one point, Joey actually ends
up crooning "Can't Take. My Eyes
Off of You" to Katarina over the
football field's public address system.
A good harbinger of what's to
come occurs at the end of the movie,
when a perky primary-colored carload of girls listening to the Barenaked Ladies is summarily blown
away by Katarina's stereo system o'
death.
Sure, everybody still lives up to
their demographic in this film—the
cute kids, bad kids and nerdy kids
are all neatly paired up in happy,
loving couples by the end—but we
can tell that the film is aware of the
stereotypes it's using and gives then
to the viewer in a way that's no
only painless, but actually quit(
fresh and well-done.
"Ten Things I Hate About You'
is the same old story, but somebod)
finally got it right.

/ ' /OW YOU CAN HELP
STOP CHILD ABUSE
BEFORE IT EVER STARTS.

To learn hoW you can help, call the National
Committee to prevent Child Abuse today.

M

1-800-CHILDREN iigt•
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31
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25

48

52

8

3 bedroom apartment at 725 Baldwin St. 10 or 12 month lease. $450
a month. No pets. By appointment.
763-4819.

39

46

■

5-6 bedroom 3-bath house across
from Brooks. Nice, off-street parking. W/D hookups, insulted, new
electric. $840 for 6. Call Diane
Miller weekdays. 337-2727.

'Classifieds
home.
Nice
4-bedroom
$640/month plus utilities. New
carpeting, range, fridge, washer,
dryer. One-car garage. 12-month
lease. Near campus, 747 Baldwin.
398-4511.

Furnished apartments and houses for
rent. 2-4 people. Great locations.
Call 333-8778.

A&L missed Patience this week!
No one was around to misspell
things. It was horrible. We love
Patience!

Hey Sigma Phis! Meet at the Bunny
House, Saturday 9 p.m. Bring your
llama and wear your spangled vest.

50

54

59

59

80

Furnished student apartments.
Close to campus. Available starting
June 1st. Call Tim at 337-2220.

Allegheny College misses Mike
Tedesco. This place is just not the
same without him!

63

67

/ Was

Just T him,king

A humor column by Gail Giewont
ACROSS
1 That girl
4 Prevent; discourage
9 Small taste
12 Anger
13 Pompous public speech
14 Belonging to (suf.)
15 Leave out
17 Birth of Christ
19 Vote in
21 Organization of American States (abbr.)
22 Arm bone
24 Can
26 Pierce
Gritty
29
31 Energy
33 Boring tool
34 Midwest state (abbr.)
35 Have dinner
37 Brewed drink
39 Drinkers group (abbr.)
40 Chinese philosophy
42 Flightless bird
44 Keep safe
46 Flat-bottomed boat
48 17th Greek letter
50 Man (slang)
51 Water barrier
53 Check records
55 Large-tusked animal
58 Touring singers
61 Iron_
62 Prolonged period
64 Central
65 Man's nickname
66 Provide
67 Direction (abbr.)

MEM

DOWN
1 Kept out of sight
2 Before (poetic)
3 Slacken; give in
4 Lavish excessive love
5 Build
6 Teachers helper (abbr.)
7 7th Greek letter
8 Do over
9 Mexican nap
10 Hotel
11 Dog or cat
16 Make happy
18 Organic vessel
20 Edge
22 Entities
23 Easter flower
25 Meshwork
27 Merit
28 Cutting part of knife
30 Sweet potato
32 Cylindrical wooden pin
36 Mountaintop rocks
38 Broadcasting sound
41 Lots and lots (slang)
43 Expression of surprise
45 Comes after summer
47 Armed conflict
49 Surpass
52 Think about
54 Draw (p.t.)
55 Expression of amazement
56 Plural of is
57 Moral error
59 Sharp-pointed wire
60 Netherlands city
63 Edward's nickname

thinking, "It's not just food. It's
art."
How often do we really consider
the artistry of what we're
consuming, particularly in
McKinley's? I will never again
receive my beef stroganoff without
analyzing the sociological
ramifications of the beef being
placed over the noodles, the sheer
artistry of the composition. I'm sure
you all know what I'm talking about
here.

Through my survey, I was lucky
enough to contact a person who
knows the artist and who forwarded
a comment from him concerning his
work. He said, "I like potatoes, but
this potato was nothing but plastic
and peel. It made an excellent
medium for the burial of my
ancestors, who were for some reason
shoved out into the sea on fire. Oh,
Grandpapa, how I miss the smell of
your burning flesh!"
And there you have it. This fine

piece of art is about burning flesh.
Who knew? Those who disagree
should break out their pointy-horned
helmets and get ready, because you
never know where those Vikings
might strike next. Today, Doane
Hall of Art, tomorrow...
Gail Giewont is a columnist for The
Campus. She can be reached clo
The Campus, at box 12 or
<campus>.

Shonk helps to unveil Student Art Show
from the sensations, intelligence and integration," are part of her senior
(continued from page 9)
instincts of the body. This lock does comprehensive project.
Perhaps the highlight of the
not allow us to move or experience
evening was a performance piece by
In addition to the Doane Prizes,
the joy of pure movement. Thus the
senior Jennifer Shonk. Completely
which
bear a cash award along with
piece
evolves
in
three
stages:
the
bound by two different-colored
an inscribed book, the art departcloths, Shonk was carried into the binding of the body by the lock,
ment selects artwork to be permagallery and balanced on her feet. removal and finally freedom."
nently
displayed through the Doane
Gradually, a crowd began to gather
Shonk's goal is to have the
Student Art Acquisitions Fund (see
around her and the gallery became audience hear their thoughts and
accompanying box for the artwork
silent.
notice sensations through the
selected this year).
No part of her body was visible,
evolution of the stages. She will be
The Galleries, located in the
and the elasticity of the tan-colored
performing "Headlock" again along
Doane
Hall of Art, are open Tuescloth, acting like a body bag, permit- with another work in progress at the
day through Friday from 12:30 to 5
ted viewers to observe movement end of April or beginning of May
p.m. and Sunday from 2 to 4
underneath. Shonk removed the before studio art comp orals. The
Tours are available to groups by repink cloth first, arms and elbows performances, for which the theme
quest. For more information, call
protruding from underneath the tan is recurrently "total body
(814)-332-4365.
body bag until the pink cloth fell to
the floor.
Shonk then squatted and was still
for a few moments until, employing
her feet, she began to emerge from
Rmy Babish—"Untitled" (photograph), Eric Baum—"Untitled Lego
the top of the bag. She pushed,
Figure" (acrylic painting), Jason Cashing—"Tracy's Surprise" (photomore violently than before, to get
graph), Deanne Dunbar—"Sun Worship" (charcoal drawing), Kim
Forney—"R Human Right?" (inkjet print), Nathan Hedin—"Untitled"
free.
(color photograph), Greg Johnson—"Tekno Boy" (inkjet print), filex
When her arm was visible, she
paused and studied it, as though sur- Leonida—"Conuersation 1" and "Conversation 2" (sculptures), Melissa
MacNish—"The Goddess Within" (photograph), Megan Madden—"First
prised by its existence. She then Light" (intaglio), illex Mead—"fiction Figure (sculpture) and "You Can't
stepped out of the bag and gingerly
Gargle Sand," "The Conductor," and "Critic Size" (all photo copy
touched her toe to the ground.
transfers), Greg Mertz—"To Make a Painting" (mixed media painting),
Finally out of the bag, she Darren Milligan—"Hidden Story" (photograph), Jacqueline Minnis—"Flag
shuffled the fallen cloths with her Box" (fabric sculpture), Jamie Orndorff—from the series "Lifetime of
feet, then picked them up and ex- Faith" (three colored pencil drawings), Laura Penman—"Breaking the
Mold" (wax sculpture), Eua Wylie—"Cliffhanger Ill" (painting), Ben
ited. Shonk's performance was
Wyrick—"Todd Eyes Closed" and "Under the Net" (photographs).
well-received with fervid applause.
Shonk described her work. "I 4/i of these art works were purchased by The Doane Student'
have chosen to use movement as the
4r1 4cquistrons Fund and writ be permanently displayed at
medium to illustrate that the head
Allegheny College.
can act as a lock, cutting one off

Art immortalized!
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Ricky Williams turns heads at work out, joins three-man race for top pick in 1999 NFL draft
CLEVELAND (AP)—And in the
outside lane, his dreadlocks blowing
in the wind, here comes Ricky
Williams.
Williams turned Cleveland's No.
1 draft pick derby into a three-way
dead heat on Tuesday with an impressive private workout for the
Browns and nearly every other NFL
team.
"It's now a three-man race,"
Cleveland coach Chris Palmer said
after watching Williams' two-hour
workout at the University of San
Diego. "Between (Oregon quarterback) Akili Smith, (Kentucky QB)
Tim Couch and Ricky Williams."
When Williams showed up 20
pounds overweight at the NFL
scouting combines in February,
there was speculation he may have
dropped out of contention to be the
first player selected in the April 17
NFL draft.
But Williams dropped the
weight—he's at 224—and although
his 40-yard dash times Tuesday didn't drop any jaws, he has made the

Browns' decision with what to do
with their No. 1 overall pick more
difficult.
Palmer said the Browns are
likely to use every second they're allotted before deciding what to do.
"It will go right into Saturday
(April 17) morning," Palmer said,
"until minutes before the draft
opens."
Williams declined to workout at
the combines in February, partly because he had gained the weight on
the banquet circuit after winning the
Reisman Trophy following a recordsetting senior season at Texas.
He ran three 40-yard dashes on
the UCSD track during his workout
Tuesday, one into a stiff wind and
two with the wind behind him. He
clocked anywhere from a 4.6 to 4.72
on stopwatches running into the
wind, and 4.4 to 4.52 wind-aided,
Palmer said.
Williams, who Palmer compared
in body-type to Earl Campbell, also
bench pressed 225 pounds 22 times
during the strength portion of his

workout and showed he had good
hands.
"I don't think there's anything he
did in the workout that changed our
mind on him one way or another,"
said Palmer. "Obviously, we
thought he did excellent here. We're
still in a toss-up as who will be the
No. 1 pick."
Last week, Palmer joked that if
Williams' 40 time was in the 4.3
range, he might as well be inducted
into the Pro Football Hall of Fame
now.
"He ran the way we expected
him to after seeing him on film,"
Palmer said. "There is football
speed and there is track speed.
When you watch him on film, he
runs away from people."
And what about Canton?
"I think he's definitely a player
who has a chance to go to Canton,"
Palmer said. "And I think he's a
player who worthy of the first pick."
Couch will get his second chance
to impress Palmer this Sunday with
a workout in Lexington, Ky., which

THE MEADVILLE SPORTS GARDEN
WITH DJ DARREN SPINNING THE LATEST TUNES FOR YOUTUES. NITE: 25 CENT SPECIALS 10pm-12am
THURS. NITE: NEW $1, $3 SPECIALS 10pm-42am
FRI. & SAT. NITES: GREAT SPECIALS FOR $1 (9-11pm) & (11-12)
272 CHESTNUT ST. 814.336.2030 TUES., THURS., FRI., SAT.
8 p.m.-2 a.m.
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will be scripted by the Browns.
Cleveland came away impressed but
not blown away by Couch's workout session last month, and one of
the things Palmer wants to see
Couch do this time is throw more
passes.
"We have some things planned,"
said Palmer. "He better make sure
he's rested."
Adding to the Browns' draft day
dilemma is the possibility that a

team which wants Williams o
Couch or Smith bad enough, coul
make Cleveland a deal it can'
refuse.
New Orleans coach Mike Di
has already offered all his team
picks for the chance to move up an
get Williams. Palmer spoke wit
Saints general manager Bil
Kuharich at Williams' workout, an
said he expects to hear from Ne
Orleans again.

Steelers sign Gandy, lose Strzelczyk
PITTSBURGH ,(AP)—The
Pittsburgh Steelers solved a big
problem on the offensive line
Tuesday by signing left tackle
Wayne Gandy to a four-year contract, only to develop another when
right tackle Justin Strzelczyk reinjured his knee.
Strzelczyk underwent his second
knee operation in less than a year after reinjuring the right knee ligament
he tore in October, an injury that
forced him out of the Steelers' final
nine games.
Strzelczyk was expected to return and challenge former firstround draft pick Jamain Stephens at
right tackle, but now is out indefinitely.
With training camp starting in 3
1/2 months and Strzelczyk facing
months of rehabilitation, it is likely
he will miss a significant portion of
the 1999 season.
The Steelers signed the 6-foot-5,
300-pound Gandy to a contract be-

lieved to be worth $14 million.
Pittsburgh spent weeks courtin
Gandy, a consistent, durable playe
who will replace Will Wolford a
left tackle.
Gandy started the Rams' last
games but has never played in th
playoffs, one reason he signed wi
Pittsburgh. The Steelers made si
consecutive playoff appearance
prior to last season.
His signing puts the Steelers ove
the NFL salary cap, but they wil
drop back under the cap Wednesda
when Wolford is expected to offi
cially announce his retirement.
Wolford, who played left guar
before moving to left tackle last sea
son to replace John Jackson, re
cently held a retirement party at hi
Kentucky home. But he did not of
ficially notify the NFL of his retire
ment, and Steelers coach Bil
Cowher has tried to persuade him t
play only on passing downs.
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Middlebury drops men's tennis
(continued from page 16)
women they fell to Middlebury College in their first match at Hilton
Head. Allegheny managed just two
wins in the match against Middlebury, picking up singles victories
from senior Pete VandeKappelle (75, 6-4) and sophomore Matt Sowa
(6-2, 6-1).
The Gators got back on the winning track with a 5-2 victory over
Wisconsin-Whitewater in their next
match. Junior Dave Howell won his
match 6-0, 6-3 at first singles, and
VandeKappelle, senior Ryan
Zelling, sophomore John Dymond
and Sowa each won their singles
matches. Howell and VandeKappelle then paired for an 8-4 doubles
win.
The Gators picked up another 5-2
win against Colby College when
they returned to action on March 24.
Howell, VandeKappelle, Dymond
and Sowa each won their singles
matches. The Gators swept doubles
play with the teams of VandeKappelle and Howell, Sowa and Zelling,

and Dymond and sophomore Joe
Gallagher each picking up victories.
The Gator men ran into some
trouble when they returned home
and began North Coast Athletic
Conference play, however. On
March 31 the Gators took on Case
Western Reserve University and lost
8-1. The only win for the Gators
came when the doubles team of
Dymond and Gallagher won their
match 8-5.
Things took a turn for the worse
on April 3 when Allegheny took on
Denison, another NCAC opponent.
Denison won every match in both
singles and doubles play, dropping
the Gators' record to 7-5 overall and
0-2 in the NCAC.
The women's team currently
stands at 12-3 overall and has not
begun NCAC play. The men will
look to get back in the win column
when they take on Westminster this
afternoon at 3 p.m. in a home match.
On Saturday they will compete in
the Penn State-Behrend Tournament.. The women are off this week.

I Believe I Can Fly

Freshman Caroline Sikora shows off her form during the 400-meter hurdles in last weekend's
—photo by Ben Wyrick
Carnegie Mellon Invitational.

Allegheny softball team struggles in early season
By PAT SHELDON

Sports Editor

The Allegheny softball team has
struggled somewhat early on this
season. After a trip to Florida over
spring break which resulted in a
.500 record, nothing has improved
for the Gators.
Allegheny played its first game
in the north against Mount Union on
March 30. The Gators split a doubleheader with the Purple Raiders,
dropping the first game 7-5 and using a five-run third inning to win the
second game 6-4. Senior Jacelyn

Peterson picked up the win for the
Gators.
On April 2 the Gators took on
North Coast Athletic Conference rival Denison in a doubleheader.
Denison took the first half of the
twin bill 3-1. The second game
ended in an 8-8 tie and set the
Gators' record this season at 7-8-1
and 0-1-1 in the NCAC.
Junior Jen Lorenzen is leading
the way for the Gators' offense this
season. She is currently batting .524
with six home runs and 23 RBI. Her
batting average and home run total
tops the NCAC, while her RBI total

Baseball ups NCAC record to 4-0
(continued from page 16)
to advance to second, and he scored
on Sherrod's single to left, setting
the final score at 4-0.
Allegheny was nearly as successful in the second half of the doubleheader. Senior Chris Creahan got
the start on the mound and threw six
innings, giving up one run on two
hits and striking out six. Baker
threw the final inning and picked up
three strikeouts.
The Gators scored in the second
inning when Sherrod was hit by a
pitch and eventually scored from
third when Showman grounded out
to second. The Quakers answered
with a run in the bottom half of the
inning to tie the game.
Allegheny reclaimed the lead in
the third when Minadeo singled,
moved to third on a Swiney single
and scored when Sherrod singled to

left. The Gators padded their lead in
the fifth when Davidson singled and
moved to third on Sherrod's double
down the left field line. With two
on and two out, Yeschenko delivered a double into the gap in leftcenter field and scored both base
runners to push the lead to 4-1.
The scoring ended in the sixth
inning when Thompson reached
base on an error, advanced to second
on a wild pitch and scored on another error by the right fielder, who
misplayed Couch's single.
The Gators resumed play yesterday against Case Western Reserve in
a doubleheader, but results were not
available at press time. This Saturday the team will play - a doubleheader against NCAC-rival Wooster
at Robertson Field at 1 p.m. Sunday
the Gators host John Carroll in another 1 p.m. start.
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is second best in the conference.
Petersen has started nine games
this season, thrown seven complete
games and struck out 28 batters in
53.1 innings. She has a 4-2 record
and a 4.22 ERA. sophomore Natalie
Case has started eight games and
compiled a 2-3 record with an ERA
of 6.20.
The Gators played a doubleheader against Penn State-Behrend
last night, but results were unavailable at press time. Saturday Allegheny hosts Kenyon in a 1 p.m.
start, and Sunday the Gators play at
Edinboro in another 1 p.m. game.

GOOD
WEEKLY
INCOME

processing mail for
national company! Free
supplies, postage! No selling! Bonuses! Start immediately! Genuine opportunity!
Please rush Long SelfAddressed Stamped Envelope to
GMCO

P.O. Box 22 -0740
Hollywood, Florida 33022

The biggest threat
to depression is your
awareness of it.
#1 Cause of Suicide

UNTREATED

OF PRE S- S!ON
http://www.save.org

EXTRA INCOME FOR '99
Earn $500 - $1000 weekly stuffing
envelopes. For details - RUSH $1.00
with SASE to:

GROUP FIVE
6547 N. Academy Blvd., Dept. N
Colorado Springs, CO 80918

Courses, Workshops, Seminars,
Study Abroad
Transferable Credits
Accelerated Sessions
Start Dates: May through July
Register by fax, phone, mail or
in person
Call 1.800.283.3853 for our
complete Summer 1999
Information/Application
Package
1)Q_UESNE
19NIVERSITY
PrrrouRcH, PA 15282

www.duq.edu
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Sports
Women's tennis
improves record
with spring wins

Men's and
women's track
compete in
Carnegie Mellon
Invitational

By PAT SHELDON

Sports Editor

3y PAT SHELDON
ports Editor
The Allegheny men's and womles track teams have moved outioors and begun building towards
ne NCAA Division III outdoor
rack and field championships. Afer competing in invitational meets
ever spring break, the Gators came
eck north and participated in the
,Thrnegie Mellon Invitational last
.veekend.
Despite the fact that no team
cores were kept, several individual
unners and field athletes turned in
,olid performances. Leading the
.vay was senior Amy Schuckert,
vho not only won the 800-meter run
ut also reached the NCAA qualifyrig standard with her time of
,

Senior Andrea Santa Maria and
reshman Donna Donnelly each
claimed individual titles at the meet
is well. Santa Maria captured the
10,000-meter run with a time of
42:30.02. Donnelly's win came in
he triple jump. She had a mark of
1/2. Junior Shannon Orr folowed closely behind Donnelly. On
licked up second place in the triple
sump with her leap of 33-3/4.
Sophomore Tammy Jolly earn ed
second place finish for Allegheny
1 the pole vault, clearing a height of
-3.
Sophomore Brice Allen was the
..;p finisher for the men. He claimed
liird place in the 10,000-meter dash.
is time in the event was 34:35.6.
Sophomore Kristen Balbick and
ieshman Erin Switzer also finished
1 , third place at CMU. Balbick took
r place with a time of 44:16.21 in
10,000-meter run, while Switzer
in the 100-meter dash in 13.0 sec:ids.
Junior Amanda Carlson became
e third Allegheny woman in the
.1p-four in the 10,000-meter run
hen she crossed the finish line and
;eked up fourth place in the event.
Allegheny's men got two fourth
lace finishes, one each from
Thomores Rob Shaw and Calvin
Trine. Shaw finished fourth in the
,500-meter run with his time of
.07.55. Perrine threw the discus
40-6 for his finish.
The track teams will take this
„'e,ekend off before returning to acon in two weeks at the Slippery
".ock Invitational.
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BURSTING AT THE SEAMS—Freshman Dave Pribish and senior Jason Francis (right) burst out of the
blocks in the 100-meter dash in last weekend's Carnegie Mellon Invitational. The track teams will not
compete this weekend, but return to action in two weeks at Slippery Rock.
—photo by Ben Wyrick
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Baseball starts season strong, sweeps doubleheaders
By PAT SHELDON

Sports Editor

Allegheny's baseball team has
gotten off to a torrid start this season. The Gators returned from their
spring break trip with a 9-3 record,
having won seven of their last eight
games.
After returning north, Allegheny
took on Penn State-Altoona in a
doubleheader on March 30. The
Gators' continued to play well,
seeping the twin bill with wins of 32 and 8-1.
Junior Jeff Mountain got the start
on the mound in the first game and
threw six innings, giving up two
runs on three hits and striking out
nine. Senior Ken Baker came on for
the save and struck out two in the final inning of the game.
Sophomore Ben Couch provided
a spark at the top of the lineup, batting 3-for-4 with a double, a stolen
base and an RBI. Junior Kevin
Davidson and freshman Brian Zorman each knocked in a run as well,
and seniors Brad Yeschenko and
Brian Showman and sophomore Joe
Kacsanek each scored.
Sophomore Darrel Tomascik got
the start in the second half of the
doubleheader and threw a complete
game five-hitter, striking out eight
and allowing one run.
Seniors Ty Thompson and John
Sherrod each went three-for-four at
the plate. Thompson doubled and
drovie in three runs, while Sherrod
doubled twice, drove in one run and
scored twice. Couch batted 2-for-4

with a home run and two runs
scored.
The Gators' next game was
against Pitt-Bradford on March 31 at
Robertson Field. It was a nine-inning game instead of the usual
seven-inning contests played during
a doubleheader, and the Gators prevailed 10-2 after jumping out to a 60 lead in the fifth inning and adding
four more in the seventh.
Senior Josh Rubin started and
threw seven innings. He gave up
two runs on six hits and struck out
seven. Freshman Keith Gonzales
worked the eighth inning and struck
out two batters. Baker pitched the
ninth and struck out the side.
Couch continued to carry the hot
stick in the game, batting 4-for-5
with five RBI, one run scored and
two triples. Davidson batted 2-for-4
with three RBI, a triple and a run
scored, while Sherrod was 3-for-5
with an RBI and a double.
The Gators looked to carry their
winning streak into April when they
took on Point Park, but it was not
meant to be. Leading 5-3 going into
the bottom of the ninth inning, the
Gators appeared to have the game in
hand, but sophomore Scott Swinchock could retire only one batter
and gave up three runs on three hits
and two walks. There were three
runners left on base when the game
ended.
Couch batted two-for-five with a
double and two runs scored. Freshman Mark Minadeo was two-forthree with a home run and two RBI.
Sherrod, Yeschenko and Kacsanek

each added two hits in the losing effort.
Allegheny bounced back last
Saturday, returning to North Coast
Athletic Conference action for the
first time since March 20. The
Gators traveled to the state of Indiana to take on the Earlham Quakers
in a doubleheader, and Allegheny
emerged victorious in both contests.
Mountain pitched the first game
and allowed just four hits in seven
innings while striking out nine for
his third win of the season in a 4-0
shutout.
The two teams were scoreless
through the first three innings, but in
the top of the fourth the Gators
broke the tie. Yeschenko hit a lead
off single and then stole second
base. A wild pitch with two outs
allowed Yeschenko to advance to
third, and Couch singled to left to
drive in the game's first run.
The Gators added another run in
the fifth inning when senior Kelly
Swiney led off with a single to center field. Davidson singled to right,
moving Swiney to second. Swiney
then advanced to third on a sacrifice
fly by Sherrod and scored when
sophomore Tug 011ock singled to
left.
The scoring concluded in the
sixth inning. After the first two Allegheny batters were retired, Minadeo reached on an infield hit to
begin the Gators' two-out lightning.
Minadeo stole second and then
scored when Swiney singled to
right. A wild pitch allowed Swiney

(continued on page 15)

The Allegheny men's and women's tennis teams picked up where
they left off in the fall, beginning
their spring season over spring
break. Both teams have continued
to play solid tennis and maintain
winning records.
The women's team got off to a
somewhat shaky start when they
took on Middlebury College in
Hilton Head, S.C. on March 22.
The Gators struggled in the match,
and only junior Amber Wichowsky
picked up a win. Wichowsky defeated her opponent 6-3, 6-4.
Despite the tough loss, Allegheny rebounded two days later
against Mills College. The Gators
were dominant in the match and did
not suffer a loss.
Junior Jenny Keegan defeated
her singles opponent 6-0, 6-1 at
number one singles. The remainder
of the Gator women followed her
lead, as senior Stephanie Stonemetz
(6-0, 6-0), juniors Kathryn Derosz
(6-0, 6-4) and Wichowsky (6-0, 6-0)
and freshmen Katy Trostle (6-0, 6-1)
and Janie Senchak (6-2, 6-1) each
won their matches.
The Gators' dominance continued in doubles play. Derosz and
Keegan paired for an 8-2 win, while
the teams of Stonemetz and Trostle
and Senchak and Wichowsky each
won 8-0.
The Gators played Calvin College next and earned a 6-2 victory.
Keegan, Derosz, Stonemetz, Wichowsky and Senchak each won
singles matches, and Stonemetz and
Trostle paired for an 8-1 doubles
victory.
The Gator women returned to
action on March 26 and earned a
hard fought win against WisconsinWhitewater. The two teams each
won three singles matches, with
Trostle (6-1, 6-1), Wichowsky (6-3,
6-0) and Senchak (6-4, 6-1) defeating their opponents.
Allegheny was able to win two
matches in doubles play to pick up
the team victory. Stonemetz and
Trostle won their match 8-1, while
Senchak and Wichowsky won 8-3.
The Lady Gators played their
most recent match on April 1 against
Carnegie Mellon. Despite picking
up just one win in doubles play, the
Gators were able to win the match 54. Trostle, Stonemetz, Wichowsky
and Senchak each defeated their singles opponents, and Stonemetz and
Trostle teamed up for the doubles
win in the victory.
The Gator men have also played
well this spring, though like the

(continued on page 15)

